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Fee Increases for 1991·92 Academic Year BOR approves
The following Increases In housing and dining fees
Regents durtng Ita quarterly meeting Nov. 17.
Housing

fees

Dining

....
!

were approved by the Board of
fees

By RHONNDA KERR

~

Editor In Chief
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GriiC)hic by ROll WILKERSON

Students will soon be paying
more to live and eat on campus
at MWTay State University.
Recommended by Presldent
Ronald J . Kurth, increases in
housing 1lUd dining feca for the
1991 summer sessions and ·t he
1991-92 academic year were approved unanimously by lhe
Board of Regents during ita
quarterly meeting Nov. 17•
CWTentiy $130 during lhe
summer session, a double OC·
cupancy room in the residence
halls will increase in coat by 4
percent to a fee of $135.
Private rooms will increas& by
5 percent for the 1991 summer
sessions: Rooms currently $195
will cost $205 .
For the 1991-92 academic
year, a double occupancy room
in the residence hall !I, which
now costs $495 a semester, will
increase by 6 percent to $525.
Private rooms will increase
from $745 to $790 a semester,
an increase of 5 percent.
The Board also voted t.o increase housing fees at College

Courts Apartment.a in July.
Rent for one bedroom apartments, now $230 a month; 'Will
Increase by 5 percent to $240 a
month, and two bedroom apartments will inerease by 6 percent
from $276 to $290 • month.
Housing director Paula
Hulick said the fee inerea.ses
are necessary to compensate for
several mcreases in costs.
Those increases in costs include: increased debt eervice
eo&t.8 for legislated sprinkler
systems; projected increases of
7.6 percent in utility costs; projected increases of 12 percent in
student minimum wage; projected salary increases of 5 percent for st aO'; other indirect incl·eases as a result of fuel increases: increased security
mea~~ures for residence halls; a
continuation of reclassification
of lower·grade staff positions;
prQjedeil increases in routine
maintenance; and projected increases in postage.
Hulick said before the hous·
lng office proposed the fee in-

See FEE INCREASES
PageS

Mideast crisis hits close to home
Lieutenant encouraged
to 'enjoy the holidays'

By MELANIE BUCKLIN
Aselatant News Editor

! Y MELANIE BUCKLIN
Assistant News Ed1tor

Duvid Itccd wus counting
Lho drtys. 1'herc were only 34
more until graduation and
facing the real world.
But the real world began to
face Reed sooner them he ex·
pectod ns the senior occupa·
tiona! safety and health major
from Paducah nod Anny 2nd
Lieutenant completed a 3 -day
National Guard Reserve drill
at Fort Campbell.
There he was told to "enjoy
the holadnys" because
sometime after Christmas his
combat arms support unit
would be activated.
"My lir11L thoughts were
how to Lell my parents," Reed
Sltid. "That, and if I would get
to f1n1~;h ~chool were my two
bJgg\!Rt conct•rns.
''When I found out. thflre
wn a a weekend bf'fore
Thanksgiving thnl I wanted
to call and t<•ll my ptu·~nt.s.
But J was afraid to call just
because I didn't want them to
worry because the fact was,
we hadn't officially been called yet, but we were told there
\\'ns a good possibility we

Students withdraw to fulfill
duties with military reserves

David Reed
would before the end of
February."
''1 didn't know how to say it.
I d1dn't know whether to come
l'ight out and say it or not. But
d udng Thanksgiving I
thought I would-go ahead and
tell them because 1 at least
wanted them to have time lo
think about it instead of
waiting until just two weeks
before I had to leave.''
See LIEUTENANT
Page9

--

Thousands of troops have
crossed the Atlantic Ocean
since the beginning of the Mid·
die East crisis, but lately many
of them have been from Murray
State University.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions nnd records, said about 25
students hove officially
withdrawn or arc in the process
of withdrawing from classes
because of their military
reserve duties.
Bryan said when a student is
called to active duly he should
show his orders in the admissions office or Veterans
Services.
"1'here are two scenarios
here," he said. "There are those
students who had to withdraw
when this Orat began in August
and September, and t hen there
arc those who are having to
withdraw after going into the
tenth week in the semester."
"After we see a student's
orders, the student hu conferences with his professors,"
he said. "And then, since the
students .are withdrawing at
such a late date, they need to
decide whether to make ar·

rangements for a irade or
withdraw."
He said because of the nature
of the withdrawals t he at udcmta
are allowed to withdraw with
no academic or finacial
penalties.
He said the students that
withdraw from school before the
end of the &emcster recei\'e
refunds on their tuition and
room and board, depending on
how much time is lcll. in the
semester.
Joseph G . Chnney, a junior
criminal justice major from
Murray, was one of those
students who had to withdraw
from his classes this week in
order to fulfill his U.S. Marine
Corps orders.
Joe Chaney, Joseph G.
CbaMy's father and assistant
professor of political studies,
criminal justice and legal
studies, said hia son's unit was
on alert for two months before
they were activated.
"It waa really a pain because
you never knew if it would be
tomorrow, in a month or at all,"
he said.
"The main thing 1 am is just
angry. r mean, after all, this is
messing with my blood," he
said.
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MSU razes houses for more parking
By AMY HELM
Staff Wnter

Murray Stat~ University
students ond faculty can look
forv.•ard to having additional
parking facilities within the
next two years.
·
At ita quarterly meeting on
Nov. 17, the Board of Regents
approved resolutions for the
removal of buildings at 1504
Chestnut St. nnd 1405 Hughes
Ave.
Ed West, physical plant director, is involveod with the
changes.
"The University acquired the
Hughes Avenue property when
it bought the University
Church of Chri!il building," he
uid.
..The land is far more
valuable than the· house. lt
wouldn't be feasible for u.c; to fix
it up. However, we are going t.o
offer the house for sale and it
will then be moved from the
property. If it turns out to be too
large to move due to power
lines, it will have to be tom
down," West said.
.The house at 1504 Chestnut
St. has been rented primarily to
new faculty and staff until they
could find permanent lodging.
"Tho roof is In bad shape
because it lt!a.ks and is full of
asbestos. The cost of renovating
the house isn't reasonable,"
West said

The- board has allotted
$20,000 to create the additional
parking spaces. "·T he bulk of
the cost will be the removal of
asbestos," West said.
The actual razing of the two
houses will take place BOmetime
next year.
"The house on Hughes
Avenue, if not sold, won't t.ake
that long to remove. However,
it will be March before
anything is done to it," West
said . "The property on
Chestnut Street will be oc·
cupied until May, so it will be
summer before any change~ ore
made."
The creation of the new lots
wiU create several needed park·
ing spaces.
" The proposed lot on
Chestnut Street will be fairly
large. Maybe 45J>O new spots
will be open. The lot wnt provide additional parking Cor the
Collins Center for Industry and
Technology," West said,
"The lot at Hughes Avenue
will be more of an access area
than anything else. It will con·
nect with Main Street. Only 15
new spots will be availnble,'' he
said.
At the present time, a parking
lot is being formed at 13th and
Payne. "The lot will be gravel
until next summer and there
will be about 60 available park·
ing spots," West said.

Time to hit the book•
Final Exam ScheCiule
Exam 'Tirnt
8:00
10:30
1:30
4;00

Murray State University will
purchue houses Joc:ated at
1405 Hughes Ave. and 1504
Chest nut St . This house
above. located on Chestnut
Street will be sold. The houu,
l ett , located on Hughes
Avenue will be razed. The raz.
lng of the houses and a new
parking lot on 13th Street will
provide about 125 parking
apote and should be com·
pleted In the next two years.

Photos by ANITA McOOWEU

Student evaluation process
of faculty faces revisions
evaluation of research," he
said.
One or the issues of student
Student evaluations of pro- evaluation offaculty in t he past
feasora at 'Murray State Univer· was its effect on a faculty
aity will no lornrer be used member's salary or tenure.
witllin the University com·
"Traditionally, st udent opi·
munit y to adversely affect nion
about a faculty momber'a
faculty salaries, promotion s or teaching bas been used in two
tenure statua.
ways; ideally as part of a com·
At the · Nov. 17 Board of prehensive evaluation pro·
Regents meeth1g, t he Board ap- cedure and also as a way of pro·
proved the •new policy and a viding faculty with information
task force will be appointed to which would help them improve
study the evaluation of faculty. their teaching," he said.
The chairman of t he task for<:e
Thayle Anderson , profes..'IOr of
· is Joe Cartwright, who is also English, said h" agrees with the
ehalnnan or the department of BOard's decision to discontinue
history.
the current method of
Cartwright said the task force evaluation.
has not met yet, hut he is plann·
"I favor independent faculty
ing a meeting before the end oC student evaluations for the im·
this semester.
provement of teaching. not a
"What I want to do is look at college-wide mandated evalua·
how other universities are us- tion process," Anderson said.
ing student evaluations of
Wayne Bell, professor of
leaching," Cartwright said.
mathematics, said student opi·
nion should count.
Other universities using com·
"I find them valuable, not
prehensivo evaluation pro·
cedure usually include informa- that I agrf;'O with the student
tion about course materi~ alw~y~. but it's important for
evidence of critiquing student
to know how I am perceived
work, peer evaluations and by the students," Bell said.
acholar11hip it1 teaching," Cart"If it's (the evaluation pro·
wright said.
cess) going to reduce student
Car twright said the commit· impu t, 1 think that's unfor·
toe. will also need to examine tunate," he said.
how scholarship among faculty
Cartwr ight said the task force
members should be evaluated will need to solicit opinions and
as well as t heir teaching.
suggestions from faculty and
" I'm hopeful that with proper students campus-wide.
"We'll want to look broadly at
attention and effort, we can
come up with a way of other universities with com·
evaluatin& teaching that vrould prehensive evaluations and
parallel the conventio05 of we'll want to develop a package
By LEIGH LANDINI
Aalstant News Editor

me

--

of BOurc.etl of information that
give us variety among different
colleges and departments,..
Cartwright said.
" It's a serious business
because faculty are keenly in·
terested in how they will be
evalullted. Students have an in·
lerest in evaluating the effec·
tiveness of teaching . Ad·
ministration charged with
responsibilities of mak ing
salary decisions, promotion a nd
tenure decisions have a lot at
stake and making sure that the
procedures that are used are
fair and effective," he said.
In a memo sent out by James
Booth, provost and vice presi·
dent of academic and student af.
fairs, the task force was charged
with several responsibilities in
finding an alternative to the
student evaluation process used
in the past at MSU.
The charges include:
• accomodation of a variety of
teaching emphases across the
departments and individuals
• providing for University consistency in procedures and
criteria
• facilitating rational and fair
personnel decision-making
• reflecting a basic commit
ment to t he use of evaluation
for improving and strengthen·
lng instruction
• Incorporating mechanisms
for continued revision and im·
provement in the evaluation
system
• ensuring fun d amental
fairness and consistency with
the current law
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Risk management educates Greeks
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Wnter

Murray State University's
fraternity and sorority
memben are trying to become
better educated on laws that af.
feet them.
At a risk management
seminar on Tuesday, four
speakers addressed MSU
Greeks on various hazards that
can occur.
Jim Baurer, interim adviser
for the Interfraternity Council,
said t.be program was designed
to let Greeks know what can
happen on and off campus. "We
feel you need to be aware of the
very dangerous risks you take
every day," Baurer said.
Melanie Jones from the Mur·
ray Police Department explain·
ed how Kentucky law pertains
to Greeks. "Right now our bia·
gest problem as far aa com·
plainta is noise,'' abe said.
Jones clarified the laws on
alcohol that aet many people in
trouble.
Under Kentucky law there is
complete prohibition in a dry
county, except. for personal
conaumption.
"As far as personal consump·
tion goes, the burden of proof
falls on an individual basis,"
Jones said.
An individual, if 8topped by a
police officer, must be able to
prove that t.he alcohol he or she
is in poaeaaion of is for strict
personal comsumption, she
aaid.

It is illegal to buy, sell, loan or
transport directly or indirectly
alcohol in a dry county. "The
law on alcohol is very cut and
dry," Jones said.
She said the best way to avoid
trouble is for groups to keep the
noise level down and, if alcohol
is present, keep it on a strictly
quiet and personal basis.
Artie Haneline, from the Mur·
ray Fire Marshall's office, spoke
to Greeks about fire safety,
prevention and laws that apply
to Greek houses.
Haneline said under the revised Kentucky law, fire ex·
tinguishera have to be installed
in every house.
" In two story houaes, one fire
extinguisher should be
downstairs in the kitchen area
and another should be kept
near the staircaae on the second
floor," Haneline aaid.
He also said smoke detectors
are very important to have in
every house.
"Most people when they put
up smoke detectors forget to
check the batter.ies on a regular
basis," be said.

'We feel you need to
be aware of the very
dangerous risks you
take evety day'
-Baurer
Haneline said that open burning ia illegal in Murray .
However, If a fraternity or
sorority wishes to build a bon
fire for a social event, they may
request. a permit from the fire
department.
"Our p<>licy is that we more
than likely will allow it as long
as i·t meet.a safety re·
quirementa,'' Haneline said.
The Murray Fire Department
will inspect houaes for fire safety upon request, Haneline said.
Bill Allbritten, direc:U>r of the
Counseling and Testing Center,
discusaed the issue of date rape
on college campuses.
Allbritten said a survey conducted in 1984 at. Murray State
estimated ooe 'in six women to
be victims of dating violence including rape.
On the national level, surveys
indicated approximately one in
eight women are subject to
rape, he said.
One of the problems of date
rape is the attitude men have of
what constitute• intent. If a person does not give or ia incapable
of giving consent for sexual intercoune and the act ia committed, that constitutes rape,
Allbritten said.

The new laws require smoke
detectors to function on AC
power with a battery back-up.
Haneline said it ia beat to check
batteries every month.
Another fire hazard in houaes
are multi-plug adapter& Theee
devices are illegal. They create
too much beat and current in a
plug, he said.
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Kentucky law recognizes
various degrees of rape. A first
degree convlctlon occura when
one engages in sex by Ole use of
force, has sex with someone in·
capable of consent. or has sex
with someone under 12 years of
age.
Second degree rape refers to
18-year·olds or older who
engage in sex with a per80n leas
than 15-yeare-old.
Third degree rape is commit·
ted when sexual intercourse oc·
curs and one person is incapable
of consent due to alcohol or who
is unable to consent for physical
or mental reasons. Additional·
ly, third degree rape occurs
when the rapist is over
21-years-old and the victim is
leu than 16-yean-old.
Allbritten aaid second and
third degree rapes do not re·
quire consent, even if a 15-year·
old girl willingly engages in sex
with a 22-year-old it is rape.
..Rape is the moet under
reported crime and the hardest
crime to receive a conviction,"
Allbritten said.
He said it ia important for people to be aware of Kentucky
laws on rape, especially the age
factor. "Educate your members
to the laws in Kentucky,"
Allbritten said.
Frank Julian, asaociate professor of political science,
criminal justice and legal
studies, apoke on the legal
dangen of alcohol and haz.ina.
Kentuclr,y has a Dramahop

"

0

Julian aaid hazing could · be
physical or peycbologiclt:l.
Sometimes incidents happen m
a purely innocent way that is
not really hazing, he said.
However, under Kentucky
anti-hazing law, an act that has
an ill effect can be considered
hazing and the parties involved
are liable, Julian said.
Greeka are subject to hazing
policee formulated by their national organization, state law
and University policy. Also,
most insurance policies have
stipulations regarding hazina.
Julian said tbe best way to
prevent hazing is to educate the
members of organizations.
" Don't hue. It is illegal and
you'll pay big for it," he said.
Each speaker emphasized the
education of members on
varioua laws, rules and policies
so that acci~ents will nDt occ:ur.
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Act which dictates liability in
court cases that involve alcohol
related accidents. The act says
that if a person is il\jured or in·
jures another while under the
influence of alcohol, the person
who served the alcohol can be
held liable, Julian said.
The idea of social host liabili·
ty ia more pronounced now in a
society that is moving away
from alcohol, he said.
"The server could be in
serious civil trouble," Julian
said. "Judgements in these
caaes tend to be huge."
Huing is aleo a concern to
MSU fraternities and sororities.
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Truth is required in Middle East situation

·.

· When the United States sent
troops to the Middle East on Aug. 7,
there were many questions and
discussions among government officials and the media about what our
rationale for being there was.
Now it is November, and there are
still no answers, conclusions or any
objective information being given
from either party.
We, as Americans, deserve to
know the real reason behind why
our families, friends and neighbors
are being sent to such a far away
land.
It seems that Hussein is open to
negotiations with the United States,
yet there is no reciprocation on
America's part. For example, Iraq
allowed President Bush to go on air
and offer his position on the crisis.
Hussein has offered to· speak to the
American people concerning his
point of view, however, we have
r efused his proposal.
Furthermore, the comparisons by
the media of Hussein to Adolf Hitler
seem totally irrelevant. The public
should be allowed to form their own

opinions through objective informatian and not be swayed against a
political figure based upon someone
else's opinion.
If the draft is again imposed, some
media reports have suggested that
no one will be exempted. No longer
will there be exceptions for only surviving sons, flat footed people, retiring servicemen and others, as in the
past.
It is our responsibility to support
our fellow Americans who are
already in, as well as those en route
to Saudi Arabia. However, as taxpayers and liberty loving people, we
deserve unbiased infonnation, and
most of all our President owes us an
explanation.
The Middle East crisis is one that
should be approached with caution
and decisions should be made based
on facts . Most importantly ,
Americans need to know exactly
what they are in for.
The bottom line is this country is
on the verge of another World War;
its citizens are frightened, and we do
oot really know "Why?"

·
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To the Editor:
The following letter was sent to Mr.
Henry Pogue, IV, chairman of the
Kentucky Board for Elementary and
Secondary Education.
We felt very stronl{ly that we need·
ed to send a message to this board,
which will meet in Frankfort.. Ky.,
Nov. 13 to 14 to consider a ban on cor·
poral punishment in Kentucky
schools.
I am very proud of this group of
future educators in EDU 303 and
their belief that Lhere are several
positive and constructive ways to
deter , change and prevent
disciplinary situations in the
classrooms.
TM followmg studeflts enrolled i~t
Dr. Bobbie Weatherly'• Strat~gic.s of
Teachmg, EDU 303 cla&s at Murray
State University, Murray, Ky., would
like to support tlu! aboli8hment of the
U8t of corporal puni11hment in our
schools.
A8 future educator!!, we support
more realistic and pot~itive measures
which nwue our .votmgster.9 closer
toward the ultima!<' gQCr [ uf of selfdiscipline.
We believe schoolR shorlld brealt the
cycle of violence (strikinl( another
human being) rather than s ustain it.
Please feel fru to 6hau this letter
with the entin> Kmtuc:Jry Board of
Elementary and Secondary
Educalion.
Bobbie Weatherly, Ph.D.
(30 other names of students are
on file}

Editor in Chief
Rbonoda Kerr

Campus accessibility evaluated

To the Editor:
I am pleased and amazed to ftnally see
a story about the disabled on this cam·
pus (' 'Handicapped face obstacles at
MSU" l.
I say pleased because I feel it is about
time that the disabled on MSU1 s campus
finally had some sort of forum to discusa
the way they feel about Murray State's
accessibility. I say amazed because last
seme~~ter, in the Spring of '90, 1 along
with my fraternity, Alpha Phi OmegaNational Service Fraternity, attempted
to raise the awareness of this campus
about the accessibility and availability
ofrnany of the buildings on the campus,
as well as, the accessipility of the
businesses in Murray and availability of
jobs for the disabled at these businesses,
and could not find a friendly ear in the
media of Murray State.
The only coverage we received was 8
mention from Eddie Allen, president of
the SGA, on MSU TV·ll because he rode
in a wheelchair during Dis-Ability
Week, an annual Alpha Phi Omega
sponsored project. Even when it was
brought to the attention of the news
crew that members of Alpha Phi Omega
were near and could explain further
about the needs of the disabled on cam·
pus, the news crew acted indifferent
about the problems, seemed only in·
terested in the novelty of Mr. Allen
riding in a wheelchair, and proceeded to
ignore us.
l have to give Murray State News 8
small hand for being better late than
never and bringing much needed atten·
tion to their needs.
Now I wish to address the article itself.
I have found many inconsistancies in
what was stated in the article and what
is actually the case on this campus. Mr.
West, of the physical plant, stated that
MSU has been working to make the cam ·
pus conform to the guidelines.
During our survey of the campus, a
member of the Board of Regents inform·
ed us thal telling the Board what was
¥.Tong would not be enough. but that it
was needed to do scematic drawings of
the way it would look if each problem
was corr~:cted.
;

.

---

We did this and turned it in to the the right to the same enjoyment that
SGA Regent, Eddie Allen, and needless those of us not disabled have at our
to say, so far not one thing has been campus.
changed.
Murray State's concern shoUld be t hat
Mr. West also said that "Anything no disabled person bas a serious accident
built nowadays is designed to be com- on a faulty ramp or other deficient area,
pletely accessible to the handicapped." because MSU would be held financially
'l'he Curris Center is the newest com- responsible and this could cripple a
pleted building on campus, yet it baa two school as 1\lr 8.9, insurance coverage, im·
major problems of accessibility.
age in attracting new students and
First. the ramp coming into the financial stability.
building on the second floor is too steep.
This is a serious problem ignored for
The law regulates tbat the ramp is to be too long and I can only hope the new In·
one inch in height per every one foot in cfustry and Technology building meets
length. This ramp is approximately four these specifications, not to mention the
inches in height per every one foot in new multipurpose sports center.
length, four times steeper than the law
Here are some of Alpha Phi Omega's
allows.
findings during dis-Ability Awarene1:1s
Our survey discovered that approx- Week:
Accessment Forms - MSU; 50 percent
imately 50 percent of the ramps at MSU
do not meet regulation. The elevator is of the ramps are too steep; 75 percent of
the other mBjor problem. It doesn't allow the buildings have no clear emergc:mcy
for proper mobility when a wheelchair is evacuation procedures for the disabled:
inside it. The University's answer was to 50 percent have elevators with no
let the people in the wheelchairs ride in Braille numbering and no bells to alert
the service elevator, which requires a se· the signal of a floor; 58 percent have
cond, norrchairbound person to operate water fountains that are too high; 42
percent of the restrooms have stalls that
properly.
There are other smaller items of in- are too narrow; 67 percent have the
terest in this building, such as the word toilet seats raised on accessible stalls; 50
"open" being misspelled in Braille l.n the pereent of the mirrors in restrooms are
not lowered for easy reach: 58 percent of
elevator, and numerous others.
Mr. Blackburn, assistant director of the countertops and sinks are too hi gh;
housing, stated that the housing office 67 percent of the papertowel dispenHers
was asked to get washing machines and are out of reach; 33 percent•of the disabl·
dryers that were front loaders when ed parking spaces have spaces too small
there was a new contract. The fir11t part beside the car; 33 percent of the doors on
of this semester saw a new contract with campus have too much force on them
the washers and dryers. They not only making them too hard to open and 50
didn't get front load washers, but. the percent have no braces for electric
dryers are a model which is wheelchairs; 33 percent of the counter·
"doubledecker," one dryer on top of the tops and sinks have no clearance under
other, which makes one dryer impossiblt~ them; and 75 percent. of the faucets have
no extended levers.
to get into from a wheelchair.
Residence Halla; 100 percent of the
Mr. West also said t~t he doesn't have
the staff to go around and check halls surveyed have washers and dryers
everything, however, I see things such out of reach, have no convenient tra!;h
as flowers being planted regularly by the disposal for the disabled, have counter·
grounds crew. Even though l appreciate tops that. are too high in the kitchens; 67
tremendously the aesthetic appearance percent of the halls surveyed have aisles
of our campus, 1 think these needs of the that are not. clear and have kitchens that
are too small .
disabled to be vastly important.
Michael Hopkins, f>resident
My main concern was to the safety of
Senior
these disabled individuals, as well as,

.
f'
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Kennedy assassination theories reviewed
Mr. John Gordon's Nov. 16
presentation on President Kennedy's aaaasaination was
typical of such presentatiol'la by
the Warren Commission's
critics. The dilemma which the
commission faced, and the
critics now face, is that no one
haa found a single version of
events which squares with all of
the known facta about the
assination. The commission
adopted what I believe ia the
beat unreaeonable version.
The early critics of the Warren commission were followed
by a group of more r eaponaible
people who seemed to be interested in fmding facta and
educating others about the
assae.tination and the problems
with the eom.mia8ion report.
Sadly, this group baa now
become just a group of
salesmen. One should listen to
t hem as one listens to a used car
salesman! They slant facta
heavily in their favor , play
down or ignore inconvenient
facts and put a sinister plan on
eome miscellaneous facts which
no one has shown to be connected in any way to the
all88..88ination.
Since the commission set up
shop when it issued its report, it
has not been around to rebut
the critics. The latter have bad
the field mostly, though not entirely. to themselves.
The commission's version is
that Lee Oswald fired three
shots from the book depository
building on the President's upper right rear wtth two hits and
a miss and that he acted alone.
There is a mountain of. evidence
to support the first contention.
But did he act alone?
The critics all contend that at
least one shot was fired from
behind the fence on the gnlssy
knoU to the President's upper
right front. That would mean

more than one shooter, hence a
conspiracy.
There are three eerioua problems with the commission's
version, problems for which the
commission's explaination did
not ring anyone's bell.
One is the fact that the President's head snapped backward
when struck by the fatal shot aa
if be bad been struck from the
front, not trom behind.
The second ls the "single
bullet theory," that Oswald's
first shot passed throuah the
President's neck, Governor
Connally's cheat and wrist and
lodged in his thigh, elnerging
from thla destructive odyaaey in
nearly prestine condition.
That taxes credibility,
especially since the eommiBSion
could not duplicate it in
credibility aimulationa using
animal meat and bone, covered
with cloth. They did c:ome fairly
cloee, but if that ia what happened, it had to be a fluke. The
bullets in the simulation did not
break up, a point in favor of the
theory, but their noses were
flattened, a point against it.
The third is the interval between the reaction of President
Kennedy and that of Governor
Connally. They should have
reacted virtually simultaneously if they were struck by the
same bullet.
Any conspirators would have
had to arrange many things in
advance, things which simply
could not have been arranged
unless the conspiracy involved
an unreasonable amount of
people.
The critiCSf though they never
admit it, imply a conspiracy of
hundreds of people. Again
without admitting as much and
against fantastic odds, they at.·
tribute other things to sheer
chance.
The objections to the 8J"8SSY

Circle of Care' was a success

1

To the Editor:
Thanks are extended to
everyone in the campus and
community who together
have made possible the mailing of 240 "Circle of Care"
packages to troops involved
in Operation Desert Shield.
Proceeds from the sale of
red, whit~ and blue triendship bracelets covered
PQStage of lhe packages.
Please continue to wear
these bracelets. It is a !IOurce
of encouragement to Lhose on
campus who have a loved one
in the Middle East.
Included in the list of those
to receive one of the
packages is Anthony Coates.
I recently received the
following letter from him
which I want to share.
!Alt's send him some mail!
Donna R. Herndon
Advisor
Stud<mt Alumni Association
My namt> is Anthony D
Coat('S, I am a former Racer
track and field athlete (84-86)
and recent Murra.Y State
graduate.
In December of 1986, I left
Murray State an.d shortzy
rJfter enli.~ted in the Unitt•d
StaiL•s Air Force.

Re~ntly I utilized an AF
education program that
allmus personnel utithin. 12
months of oomp/.etrng dt!gre~
work to be released from duty
tn to attend school in
residence.
We/.l, to mak~ a long story
shorter, I returnc>d to Murray,
Jan. 1990 and graduated
Aug. 10. 1990.
Upon returning back to duty at George Air Forre Bas~
in California, the Middle
East crisis deueloped and 1
was deploJed to the Persian
Gulf reg1on on tl~ 21st of
August.
1 JUSt wanted you all to
know that a new Murray
Stale University alumni is
sllting in tM desert ready to
defmd our country.
Please pass around my address. I would greatly apprectate letters from the
former track nnd field teammate& and all Murray Staters
who would like to write.
Thank ,you aU so t;ery
much.
SRA Anthony Coates
Operation De:scrt Shield
35 TFWIJN (56lst Deployed)
APO NY, NY 09604

,
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Jim
Thompson
knoll theory take us
to
before the shooting. It wat a
public place, unprotected from
the rear and not well-protected
hom the front. While there
were no police there during the
shooting, there was very little
reason to expect police to be
t her e and no way to prevent
them (ia them the police?) from
being tMre.
Mr. Bowers. in a railroad
tower, had a cleu view of the •
area. Any sensible c:onspiratora
would surely have selected
another place.
After t h e shooting two
policemen and eever al civlians
were in that area nearly immediately and found no
evidence of a shooter; no one
running or driving away; no one
hiding a rifle; no one picking up
empty cartridge cases; nothing.
Neither did Bowers, with his
view of the area, aee such
things.
Then, if the wound in. front of
the President's throat was an
entry wound made by a bullet
£rom his upper righl front, it
would have left a trail of the
damaged tissue toward his
lower left rear. But the autopsy
discovered no such damage.
The bullet would have been in
his body, in the car or would
have lefl. a mark somewhere in
or on the car. "None of the
above." The critics must deal
wit.h the problem of what happened to that bullet.
The evidence of that throat
wound was an exit. wound made
by the bullet from the Presi·
dent's upper right rear is

Colonel writes
to retract story
To the Editor:
I am writing regarding the
POW/MlA article in the Sept.
28 edition of the The Murray
State News.
I am an MSU graduate in the
1962 class so several of the
names of casualities are
familiar to me and in fact were
my friends.
'
The listing suggests that they
were all Vietnam casualities
although a comment in the arti·
cle does say ••... who died during
the 10 year Vietnam War." The
latter is more accurate.
Ronald B. Barlow, I believe,
died i.n a helicopter accident in
the Federal Republic . of Germany (in 1965-1966 I think).
I do not think he served in
Vietnam. I do not know how you
can verifY that or what you
would do with the information
if you did.
If you have anyone else to
question it, I'd be interested to
know. 1 enjoyed the article. I
escorted the r~mains of Billie T.
Presson from Vietnam to
Kentucky.

Daniel C. Roberts
COL,MS
ACofS, Resource Management

atrong. After solving an initial
puzzle which was due to the
obliteration of the wound by a
tracheotomy incision in Dallas,
the course of the bullet through
the body was traced.
The threads around the hole
in the baek of the coat and shirt
pointed inward toward the
body. The same threads in the
shirt front pointed outward
away £rom the body. The nick in
the right front of his tie knot is
only consistent with a bullet
from the upper right rear.
H that bullet was indeed fired
from the book depository, it
emerged from t he President's
neck, still traveling in a
straight line toward the interior
of the car at an estimated
velocity of 1,800 feet per second.
It had to bit eomething, and it
had enough velocity to do aU of
the damage to the governor.
It either evaporated on emerging from the neck or it bit
Governor Connally in about the
spot at which the single bullet
theory has it hittinJ him. Two
points in favOT of the theory are
that the bullet was capable of
doing all the damage and the
tr~ory was right. The problem is that the ballet itselfeu.stained eo little damage.
If that shot was from the
front, we have a disappearing
bulle~ to explain besides the
other evidence of rear entry. If
from the rear, we either accept
the single bullet theory or we
also have a disappearing bullet
to explain.
Two supplementary theories
are advanced to deal with these
problems. One is that the autopsy was botched, was faked initially or the report was changed later. But there are too many
witneSBes to the autopsy in·
eluding the most devoted of the
President's staff. Subsequent
expert examination of the

Student shows
Appreciation
for community
To the Editor:
l would like to thank all those
people and busine~s of the
Murray community who again
helped to make the third annual Sigma Chi Haunted House
a success.
Thanks to Kroger, Piggily
Wiggly, Storey's, Owen's, KMart and Treaa Do·lt Center.
Also, thanks to Alpha Gamma
Delta and Alpha Sigma Alpha
sororities and the MSU Inter·
fraternity Council.
Through the help of these
businesses and groups, as well
as community md.ividuals and
families, we were able to provide an el\ioyable evening for
about 50 Needline children. We
also raised $400 for the
W .A.T.C.H. Center.
Again, thanks to the families
who brought their chil~en to
the Haunted House and hoJped
us support a worthy cause.
We look forward to the fourth
annual Haunted House with
great anticipation.
Karl Flood
Senior
Sigma Chi Fraternity

autopsy photographs and x-rays
confim1ed that (1) they were indeed the onea taken of the President at the autopsy and (2) the
conclusions in the autopsy
report.

The other theory is that the
conSpirators got access to the
President's body before the
autopsy, retrieved the balleta
left in it and altered the wounds
surgically to simulate rear
entry.
Besides posing impoasible
timing problems, this requires a
horribly naive and dishonest
a utopsy team (Uld witnesses. It
also runs into the well
established fact t hat the casket
was never out of sight of the
Kennedy staff from. the time the
body was placed in it in Dallas
to its removal for the autopsy.
This brings his personal staff
into the conspiracy.
If there waa a conspiracy to
aasasslnate the President, it in·
eluded large segments of the
Dallas police, sheriff's depart·
ment, Secret Service, FBI,
autopsy team and witneases,
Warren Commission and staff,
President Kennedy's personal
staff and others.
All of them have borne their
guilt for 27 yean and no one
has spilled the beans? If you
belieye that, I'd like to talk
with you about some Sand L
stock I have for sale.
l would like to reject the commi8$ion's ve~ion, but unless
the critics can do better than
they have to date, 1 see no way
to avoid considering it the leiUit
unreasonable explanation of
what happened.
Jim Thompson is a professor"
in the Dtpo.rlment of economics

and finance.
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Expert speaks on Kennedy assassinations
By BRAD CRAFTON
Staff Writer

A standing-room-only crowd
was on hand in the Curris
Center theater to hear Dr. John
Gordon speak on the cir·
cumstances and diacrepanciee
in the aaaauination.s of John F.
Kennedy and Robert F .
Kennedy.
Gordon is recognized as an expert and has served as a
technical adviser to specials on
all three major television net·
works and on the Public Broadcasting Service. He was also
named to a committee that
oversaw the removal of the
documentation of the Robert
Kennedy assassination from
the Los Angeles County Police
Department to the state capital
in Sacramento, Calif.

During the Nov. 15 lecture,
Gordon said he became interested in the asaaaainationa
because they occurred at signifi·
cant times in his life.
"When I became interested in
the JFK aasauination l bad no
choice," Gordon said. "My
eighth grade study hall was in·
terrupted by the news."
Gordon said he graduated on
the day of Robert Kennedy's
assassination and was in his
high school gymnasium
decorating £or the senior prom
when Martin Luther King Jr.
was assaasin.ated.
Gordon said be believes the
assassination of JFK was
definitely a conspiracy and the
Warren Commission did not
seek to reach the bottom of the

story. The Warren Commission
was the committee established
by Congress to investigate all
the evidence and form concluaion.s about whether or not Lee
Harvey Oswald actually killed
the President.
He aaid the commission did a
poor job and ignored some of the
most basic and obvioua evidence
as well as some of the other
more detailed and lees obvious
facts
For instance, the commission
refuted the claim of a second
gunman on the srassy knoll
despite film footage that show·
eel people in the area concen·
t.rating their attention in that
direction instead of toward the
Texas School Book Depository
where Oswald reportedly rtred
the fatal shots.

Gordon said there are four
possible organizations that
could have been involved either
directly or indirectly by
assisting in the cover·up. The
CIA, FBI. organized crime
members and anti-Castro
Cubans who were upset over
the Bay of Pip fiasco all had
reasons to want the President
dead.
Even though be feels strongly
that the two assassinations are
not related, Gordon baa done ex·
tensive re1earch into the
assaasination of Sen. Robert
Kennedy, he said. He was killed
shortly after making a victory
speech following his win in the
California primary.
Just as with his brother's
murder, Robert Kennedy's kill·
ing was tainted with controver·

sy and below average police

work, Gordon said.
For instance, the security
guards' guns were never check·
ed despite the fact that they had
the only other guns in the
building. And the autopsy
showed that the shots came
from much cloeer than the
888assin ever got to the senato'l
Robert Kennedy's murderer,
Sirhan Sirhan, was a Jordanian
student whose motive may have
been Robert Kennedy's proIsraeli position. Sirhan may
have been programmed to try
and kill him becau.se a test on
his susceptibility to hypnosis
showed that he had the highest
susceptibility possible.
"He never denies that he shot
RFK, but he doesn't remember
it," Gordon said.

Board of Regents accepts gift from Tek Pak
By BILL BALTZ
Staff Wnter

The Board of Regents has officially accepted a gift from Tek
Pak Corporation of Evansville,
Ind.
The gift, which the Board ac·
cepted at its Nov. 17 meeting, is
4,737 pounds of pressure sen·
sitive paper and ink valued
around $12,000. The paper is

•1.''

used in the flexographic printing process in the production of
printed labels.
The paper and supplies will be
used by the Murrror State
department of graphic
arts/printing management for
classroom instruction purposes
along with the flexographic
printing press donated by Du·
Pont last semester.
Tek Pak is a subsidiary of

Creative Printing, which pro- ship was initiated by Meacham
duces sheet-fed offset printing and Roy Mchesney, vice presi·
and specializes in phar- dent of manufacturing, who
maceutical printing.
gave a presentation of the flex·
The donation is part of a conti· ographic printing technique to
nuing relationship between the graphic arts department at
MurTay State and the Tek Pak Murray State in October
A gift of tbitt amount is
Corporation which employs
Monty Meacham, a graphic arts unusual, said Dr. Thomas E .
graduate of Murray State and is Gray, graphic arta department
responsible for the company's chairman.
''The donation from Tek Pak
inventory control. The relation-

came at just the right time," he
said.
"We were in the process of
getting our recently donated
flexographic prel'll m operation,
and needed paper and other
supplies for the press," Gray
said
"The generosity and
assistance from Tek Pak is in·
valuable to our efforta to
become involved in this m$r
printing process."

Q§rpce<raflDQ
Wednesday
Luncheon
at the

Wesley .F oundation
located next to Mason Hall

WITH THIS COUPON

14K GOLD HERRINGBONE
OR ROPE 18" CHAIN & 7"
BRACELET
ONLY

S99

YOUR UNCLE WANTS TO PAY FOR COLLEGE.
BUT ·ONLY IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH.

HOW ARE YOUR EDGES?
Our Hobby Lock Sqen Mae You Look Good

.......

.... 714

sm.oo

SIU)l.t4.11•
Sewing Machine Co.
..,.,.,....,Aws.mt.
,......
Highway 68 • Reidland
Near t-24 • Exit 116
898-7301
1-80()..525-7845
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Army ROTC offers qualified studentl
with good grades scholarships that pay
tuition and most educational fees and
provide an allowance for textbooks
and supplies.
You'll also receive up to a $1000
grant each school year the scholarship
is in effecr. Find out today if you qualify.

I

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

For more information on Army ROTC Scholarships
Contact: Cpt. Todd Harrison 762·4123

Board of Regents approves

NEWS briefs

sexual harassment policy

HONORS CONVOCATION: An All Honors Con\·ocation
was held in the Burkley Room of the Curris Center on Nov.
29. The topic of the seminar was "Challenging Boundarie!t:
What Limits Human Achievement?" and t:onsisted of individual presentations and an open forum debate between
the audience and the panelists The panelists were representatives of the honur::t seminars on campus.
•

has the purpose or effect of
unreasonably interfering with
Staff Writer
Although many Murray State an individual's work perforUniversity students and mance or creating an in·
employees might not be aware timidating, hostile, or offensive
of it, the University has its own work environment.
According to the policy, the
definition of sexual harassment
rmd its own policy to handle the Unh•ersity defines sexual
harassment as offensive
harassment if it should occur.
The University's sexual behavior which inappropriately
harassment policy, which was asserts sexuality in any rela·
tionship within or related to the
approv~d lnsl May by ~he Boa.rd
of Regents, was prevtoullly In· University including, but nt>t
eluded in lhe Allirmative Ac· limited to, relationships bettion Plan adopted by tho Board ween teacher and student, and
in 1985. The plan included pro· employer and employee.
tection from sexual discrimina·
Occurence:l of sexual harasstion for Murray Stnte students ment take many forms. Verbal
and employees.
harassment is defined as sexual
However, the need for an ad· innuendo, suggestive or de·
ditional policy on sexual harass- meaning comments, insults,
ment was recognized. During hostile remark&, humor and
lhe fall of 1989, a committee jokes about sex or gender·
was appointed to develop this specific traits, sexual proposi·
tions, requests or demands for
policy.
The policy contains two sexual favors and threats.
definitions of sexual harass·
Non-verbal harassment ia
ment . Under the Jlo'ederal Law, classified as suggestive or in·
unwelcome t~exual advances, suiting sounds, leering, whist!·
and/or requests for sexual ing and obscene gestures.
favors and other verbal or
Physical harassment it defin·
physical conduct of a sexual
ed as touching, pinching,
nature constitute sexual
hat·aesment when (l) Rubmis- brushing the body, a888ult. and
sion to such conduct is made coerced or non-consensual sex·
either explicitly or implicitly a ual intercourse.
The existence of sexual
term or condition of an in·
dividual's employment; (2l sub· harassment depends on the
mission to or rejection of such facts . A purely voluntary, per·
conduct is used as a basis for sonal or social relationship
employment affecting such in· without discriminatory effect is
dividuala; or (3l such conduct not sexual harassment.
By AMY HELM

Under the policy, an afllr·
mative action officer is
designated to receive complaints of sexual harassment.
Jeffre Dreyer, MSU affir·
mative action officer, said that
sinc:c she took the position in
April 1990, there have been a
couple of sexual harassment
cases. "1 try to resolve the problem at the lowest level,'' she
said.
"I will talk to the offender and
explain very clearly lhat the
sexual harassment must be
stopped. ln the cases I have
dealt with, it has stopped,"
Dryer said.
Joe Green, 8880Ciate director
of public safety nt MSU, works
with Dreyer on aexual harassment case&. "If a case was
reported concerning sexual
harassment, we would go to the
affirmative action office and
proceedings would begin there.
The only way security would
get involved is if it dealt with
bodily harm," he said.
" If we are faced with a case,
we would counsel the accu.sed
per&On. Ninety percent of the
t ime, it works. If the person
repeats the harassment, har·
sher penalties wil l be
necessary,'' Green said.
"We need to educate the
University about what sexual
harassment is. l am often asked
to define it. Quite simply, we
define it the way the federal law
does," Dreyer said.

•

PHONE NUMBER INFORMATION: The public safet.yoffice

has l'l'quested that student.a not call their t>ffice (762-2222)
when f;eCking directory assistance. Their phone is an
emet"gency line and should not hi.! used for giving out
telephone numbers Students who need help with a 'phone
number should cull campus information at 762-3011.
• EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY: Fisher-Price is offering a
student work shift in early 1991. The shin will work from 4
p.m. lo 10:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. Most student.«
will be working a s production operators, but some material
handling and group lender positions will be available. The
pay rate will be at lt'ast $4.80 per hour and is ope_n to full time MSU students with at least a 2.0 grade point average.
I~terested st'!dents should conlnct the Cooperative Education and Placement Office on the second floo•· ofOrdway Hall.
TELECOURSES: Two of the courses to be offen•d via the
interactive tcleviston link with Paducah Community College
have been scheduled for the sprint( semester. Management
443, Introduction to Operations and Management, on Mon·
days and Wednesdays, and Marketing 568, International
Marketing, on Tuesdays and Thursdays will be offered from
noon lo 1:15 p.m . beginning Jan . 14.
•

PAYBACK TIME!: Students who borrowed from the National Direct Student Lonn, Nursing Student Loan, Perkins
Student Loan or Guaranteed Student Loan programs and are
graduating. transferring or leaving Murray State University
should call the Student Loan Office at 762-2669 to schedule
an appointment for their departure inter·view. The purp(ISe of
thic; interview is to acquaint the borrower with the repayment plan, obligations and provi!'lions provided by the loan
programs.
•
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Tanning Hut & Beach Shoppe

FREE
Bottle of Sundash Accelerator Gel
(1.25 oz.)

with purchase of 7-visit package or more.

$

1 per customer
Expires Dec. 31, 1990
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FEE INCREASES
Continued from Page 1
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Cloalne. The National Boy Scout
.Museum ends 1te eeQOn today.
The mWMtum wiU reopen on
March 1, 1991 ,

Party. Staff Congress will spon·
eor a children's Christmas party
for children oC MSU employees
from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Currie
Center Stables.

Cbrlatmaa FettlvaJ. The Mur·

ray Dicken~ Chriatmu Calebra·
tion w1ll be held from 6 to 9 p.m .
at. the West Kentucky Livestock
Show and ExpoatJtion Cenwr. Ad·
miaaion is Cree and the evente in·
elude craft., ltorytelling, a sleigh
ride and live local entertainment.
The event will continue through
Saturday night,
Theatre productJon. "AmahI
and the Night Vlaiton'' will be
prnented at 7 p.m., Saturday at 2
aud 7 p.m. and Sundar at 2 p.m.
a~ .Murray'a PII,Ybouae in the
Park, The weekday performance
ia by an opera company and the
weekend peri'ormancea are per·
formed bY lifwiu puppeta. Ad·
million ia $7 for adults, $6 for
eenior citi.tens and $5 for etudcnta
and children. Price includes $1
contrlbution w the music department achol1111hip fund .

Dtc. l

Seturdwy

C1uUtm.u tracUt.lon. The Hang·
ing of the Green ceremony that
traditionally begina the
Christmas aeuon at MSU will be
held at 5 p.m. A recepllon will
precedf! the activities In the Cur.
ria Center from 4 to 5 p.m.

Monday

Dtc.3

Meetlnl(. The Society of Profetaional Journalist• will meet at 4
p.m. In Wllson Hall room 218.
Wednttd.!!!t
•Yr-----l!:
D~
ee
:!.".J...=s
Movie. "National Lampoon'•
Christmu Vacation" in the Cur·
ria Canter Theatre at. 3:80, 7 and
9:30p.m. Admission for the after·

noon ahowing ia

'1

and $1.60 for

atudenta with ID and $2 without
for the evening ahows.

costs.

I hurtdlv

Dec. I

Theatre p roduction. Three oneToy abow. An antique toy show
will be on dilplay through Jan. G,
1991 at. ibe Calloway County
Public Library.

J vUdav

Dtc. 4

Semmar. A represutative from
the Southern Collep al Op.
tometry in Memphis will 1pealt w
the Physic:~ Activity Club at 7
p.m. in room 135 of the Blackburn
Science Building. A:ny intereeted

pereons are invited to attend.

Breaklaat a nd Parade. The
Murray Rotary Club will hold a
ham breakfast. from 6 to 10 a.m.
at Paglial ' a . The annual
Chrlatmu Parade down Main
Str.-l will follow.

Audl~orium . Admission ia $6 for
adulte and $3 for &tudenta.

Concert. Handel'a "Messiah"
and other holiday eelection.1 will
be performed by the Murray State
University Concert Choir, Choral
Union and Orchestra. Perfor.
mance begina at 8 p.m. in Lovett

creases to Kurth it surveyed the
region and compared housing
costs at MSU to other univer·
sities in the area.
" We tried not to increase any
more than we absolutely hnd
to," she said. "We wanted to
make sure we would still come
out the most affordable and the
most rea&Onable.
''I think that ties into the
University's mission statement:
being affordable is very impor·
tant," she ~nid. "These fee increases really are a direct result
of increases ih our costs.''
Dining fees will also increase
as a direct result of increased

act playa will be performed in the
Chocolate Box Theatre in room
310-B of' Wilson Hall ''When
Shakespeare's Ladiea Meet" by
Charles G.or,e; ' 'Something I'll
Tell You Tueeday" by John G.

Vare and "A Ghost Story" by

John Palmt'r are the featured
pr-esentation&. Admission ia $1 ,

Theatre production. "Amah I
and the Night Viaitors" continues
in the Playhouse in the Park.
Meet1n1. The Student Alumni
AMoc:iation will m~~et at5 p.m. in
tbe Currie Center Theater. All
memben are encouraged to attend. Following the meeting,
there will be a pizza party for
members. SAA membera wiU also
atufT Survival Kill from 8 to 10
p.m. In Winalow Cafeteria.

Meal plana for the 1991 aunt·
mer sessions will increase in
price from 3 to 4 percent. The
IO·meals-a-week plan will in·
crease from $178 to $185: the
15·meals-a-week plan will in·
crease from $192 to $200; and
the 19-meals·a-week plan will
increase from $204 to $210.
During the 1991·92 academic
year, the meal plan& will in·
crease 5.4 percent. The
10-mea~s·a·week plan will in·
crease from $600 to $630; the
l5·meals-a ·~k plan will in·
crease from $645 to $680; and
the 19·meals ·a -week plan will
increase from $685 to $720.
For those who decide to pay
for their melilS with cash rather
than purchase a meal plan,
prices will increase 7 pcrcenL.
Breakfast will increase from
$3.60 to $3.76, lunch will in·
crease from $4.00 to $4.26 and
dinner will increa..~ from $4 .75
to $5.00.

Student Regent and Student
Government Association Presi·
dent Eddie Allen said t he proposed fee increases were
presented to SGA and the
Residence Hall Association
before they were recommended
lo the Board and most students
seemed to undermand the need
for them.
"Of course, anytime there are
fee increases you're going to
hear some negative feedbacJ.(
from etudents," he said. "But
the simple fact ia that with
hoWJing and dining not being
funded by lhe University, there
pretty much has to be an in·
crease every year to cover
costs."
One fee students will not have
to worry about inc:r~asing next
year is the housing deposit fee.
Originally recommending an
increase from $§0 to $100 in an
attempt to cut down on the
number of "no shows", Kurth
withdrew b.ia proposal upon
learning that approxima.tely only 25 percent of Murray State
studenta who eome back have
informed the University that
they are returning.
"The problem is bigger than
just those students who fail to
cancel and don't show up," he
said. "The fact ia our students
keep us hanging. Those who are
planning to come back don't
send the!ir cards in and Jet us
know either.
" It appeared to me that we
should address the bigger issue
first."
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PEOPLE
Dr. Fayte Brewer,
managing director of
Semillas Pioneer, a Spanish
branch of Pioneer Hi·Bred
International, has been named tho Outstanding
Agriculture Alumnus of the
Year for 1990. Brewer
received his B.S. in 1975 and
his M.S. In 1976, both from
Murray State University,
and his Ph.D. from the
University of Arkansas in
1981. He then joined the
Pioneer ovel'Seas division
and has also served the company in Italy and Bulgaria ,
and was named chairman of
the board of Pioneer Hi·Bred
Semcntes de Portugal in
Lisbon. Brewer was recognized for his contributions to
the agriculture graduate
assistantship ·p rogram by
establishing graduate
research aaaistant.ships in
both the 1988· 89 and
1990·91 school years.
A senior agronomy major
has been awarded a IJCholar·
ship by the Kentucky Fertilizer and Agricultural
Chemkal A880Ciation. Tract
Bratcher of Livermore was
selected at the organb.ation's
annual meotlnj in Louisville
on Nov. 6. Bratcher is a
member of the Agronomy
Club and has been a member
oft he Murray State soil judging team for the past two
years.

Dr. Tim MiUer has been
named the interim oxecutivo
d irectoT of the MSU Founda·
t ion replacing former dire<:·
U:Jr David Perrin. Miller also
serves a s the chairman oft he
department of acc:ounting
but will serve only part-time
in that capacity. He will
report to the president
through university provost,
•James L. Booth.
Dr. Ray Mofield, pro·
feasor of journalism and
rndlo-Lelevision was
presented the Alumni
Achievement Award for Ser·
vice of the Southern Illinois
University Alumni Associa-

tion at Homecoming activities in Carbondale. He
was the 114th recipient of
the award which was begun
in 1898. Mofield taught at
SIU from 1959 to 1964 while
working on his doctoral
degree. He also served on the
board of directors of the SJU
Alumni Association from
1979 to 1987 and was presi·
dent of that organization in
1983-84.
Six Murray State Universi·
ty students participated in

the 25th annual National
Collegiate Honors Conference held in Baltimore.
Scott Terry, Arlington: Joe
Lyons, Owensboro; Kevin
Moore, Elizabethtown j
Buddy Dowdy, Wickliffe;
Shane Alan Taylor and
Eric Baugher both of Mur·
ray, presented a panel
discussion concerning the
value of honon; programs in
society . Dr. Mark
Malinauskal is the director
of the Murray State Honors
Program. Sponsored by the
Northeast Regional Honors
Council and Dundalk Community College, the theme
for the 1990 conference was
"Changing the Boundaries:
World, Nation and
Community."
Dr. Wayne Sheeks, pro
feasor of philosophy ,
pre!K'nted a paper titled
" The Philosophy of
Sycophancy: An Appraisal''
at the 22nd annual meeting
0
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Philosopl!ical Association at
Vanderbilt University .

Roget's College Thesaurus
provides synonyms like
"toad" and "bootlicker" (or
the term sycophant. Shec'ks
said that it is found in mnnv
human contexts and that
academia is full of examples .
He concluded that even
thongh some benefits are
derived from sycophancy, "it
is found to demoralize sever.
ly e~ery context where it is
found and to jeopardize the
mission of any
organization.''

By HANK DREW
Stan Wrlter

Recently, the Traffic Division
of Public Safety has reported
near misses by distraught parking ticket victima in cars.
Joe Green, associate d.irect.or
of public safety, said no one has
been hit yet.
"We have a few people who
have aped off and swerved at
the ticket Wl"iters,'' Green said.
"No one haa been hurt yet."
Green said ao far no
disciplinary action has been
taken.
"All that we have done so far
is to explain the law to the of.
fenders," Green said. "We are
at the point where we will stop
explaining the law."
"We told them that we would
not hesitate to take them to
district court and press menae·
ing charges," he said. "We will
be showing them bow the court
system works flrst hand."
According to Kentucky law, a
peraon who does this could be
charged with menacing, which
ia a clas1 B misdemeanor and
carries a penalty of $250.
Menacing is intentionally placina another pereon in a situation where physical injury could
occur.
Green said he hopes no one is
ever i$red in thia situation.
"If eomeone is ir\iured in this
situation, the violator will be
charged with wanton endanger·
ment, which is a claBS D
felony ," Green said.
''In the extreme, the maximum &entente is 20 years for
wanton endangerment," he
said. "but Lhat is only if someone is killed," he said.
Greet~ said the people who
have bet.n brought. in so far said
they were frustrated about. getting a tic.ket.
"They said that they were
frW!trated or angry and they
lost their cool for a few
seconds," he said. "But it only
takes a second for an aC(;ident to

occur."
Green said that this offense is
on the rlae this semester.
"We have had a few cases like
this in the past," he said. "But
it has never been a major
problem.''
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Stephanie Woods, the 6-year-old daughter of Carl and Belinda Woods, takes her shot during e
game of pool at the Currla Center Gameroom. In addition to pool tables, the game room has video
games and a bowling alley that provide entertainment for students.

BEAT
THE
BLA-H S

Students seek diversions
By KRISTIE tfELMS
Assistant Campus Life Editor

The weeks before Christmas are busy
ones for student$ who are studying for
finals and gearing up for the holidays.
However, some student& are taking the
old saying "All work and no play makes
Jack a dull boy,'' to heart and are fin·
ding plenty of ways to get away from it
all during their weekend escapes from
classes.
"I usually stay up here on Friday
nights and spend time with my
boyfriend," Jonda Ward, a senior
psychology/biology mt\ior from Benton,
said.
"Most weekends we rent movies, and
sometimes we go out to eat at El Chico' s
or someplace in Paducah," abe said.
"When it's warmer we play tennis, but
when it's cold we pretty much stick to
the movies."
With several places in Murray that of.
'fer movie rentals, catching a glbnpse of
the silver screen in the comfort of their
rooms is a popular choice for students.
"lf we don't go south or something, we
usually rent movies," said John Gerber,
a freshman business m•nagement major
from TampJ', Fla. "Sometimes J,'U try to .
get homework done during the weekend,

but most of the time I watch TV or a
movie."
Some businesses often rent movies at
special prices or offer pr omotions to
customers, which help students who
have to stick to a budget.
Movie World, located in Central
Center, offers ita customers several dif.
ferent promotions throughout the week
for renting movies or VCR's, said Jim
Egbert, a store employee.
"Our best deal really is during the
week, when you can rent a VCR and two
movies for $4.95," be said. "On
weekends, that goes up to $6.95 because
there is such a demand for them."
Murray Rentals and Sales, located at
200 E. Main St., rente its movies. in·
eluding new releaees, for 99 cents, said
store employee Sabrina Champion.
"We rent all of our movies for that
price, unleaa you want to rent the movie
for tlie weekend, FridAy throuih Monday, and then they are $1.98,u she said.
Other businell8e8 offering moVie rentals in Murray are Video Gold, at 1206
Chestnut; Flicks, on Hwy. 641; t he Cheri
5, at 1008 Chestnut, and Piggly Wiggly,
which rents movies 24 hours a day dut·
ing the week and until midnight Satur·
day and Sunday for fl .
• Skatinj also provides a chance to get
away, or to simply relive part of

childhood. Circus Skate of Murray,
located on Highway 641, in the northern
part of Murray, is open every weekend .
Prices for skating are $4 per person for
all &e88ions, or a special group rate is
available for $3.60. Circus Skate is open
Thursdays, 7:30 p.m. until 10 p.m., Fri·
day and Saturday, 7:30p.m. until10:30
and Saturday afternoon, 2 p.m. until
4:07p.m.
Students often find a chance to relax
during the weekend ot after claaaes in
the Curris Center Gameroom.
In addition to the pool tables, whi.ch
students can use for 2 cents a minute
and the video games, the gameroom
features a bowling alley. Students can
knock down pins before 5 p.m. for 60
cents a game and after 5 p.m. for 70
cents. Shoe rentals are 25 cents.
The gameroom is open weekdays from
9 a.m. until 11 P·~Jl· and weekends from
noon until 11 p.m.
Another bowling alley in Murray, Corvette Lanes, is located close to campus at
1415 Main St.
Corvette Lanes offers 18 lanes and .is
open during the entire week from 9 a.m.
until 11 p.m.
Along with the annual Hanging of the
'Green tl18t will be heJd ~n camput this
weekend, several other area organita-

tiona will be sponsoring holiday activities that will give students a break
from their books.
For those who enjoy down-home music,
an oJd.fashioned country Christmas
show will be held at the Kentucky Opry
now through Dec. 22 at 8 p.m. each
Saturday. The opry is located in Marshall County, on U.S. Highway 641
North.
The Whitehaven visitors' center will
be holding candlelight tours featuring
Victorian decorations in the 1860s mansion. The tours will be conducted Dec. 13
through 15, from 6 p.m. until 8 p.m. The
center is loc'ted in Paducah on Interstate 24, exit 7.
The Adsmore Museum, a historic 1857
bl'ick home, will also be hosting a
Christmas candlelight tour. The tour,
Dec. 7 from 6 p.m. until 9 p.m., will pro.
vide a glimpse into a traditional Vic·
torian Christmas in this area. The
museum is located on 304 N. Jefferson
St. in Princeton.
Princeton is located off exit 12 of the
Western Kentucky Parkway. To reach
the parkway from Murray, take U.S.
Highway 641 North to the Purchase
Parkway North. Then take the I-24
Nashville exit which leads to the
Western Kentucky Parkway exit.
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Seatbelt use increases through education
By ERIC WALKER
Statf Writer

During the holiday season,
people will be traveling to and
from their homes - by plane or
bus, bul primarily by car. At
this time of the year,
automobile accidents are more
frequent on the nation ' s
highways.
A major factor in such accidents is the uee of seatoolts,
which can be the difference between lifo or dealh, according to
Kentucky Stale Police reports.
During the past year, Ken·
tucky has seen an inct'ease in
traffic fatalities . On Nov. 20,
1989, according to 11Late police
records, 699 people had been
killed on Kentucky's highways.
As of Nov. 20, 1990, 752 people
have lost their lives in traffic
accidents, which is an increase
of 53 people over last year's
total.
From January to November of
this year, the state police post
in Mayfield has reported 27 people killed in automobile ac·
cidenta. Of those 27 killed, 26
'drivers and pasaengora were not
wearing any type of restraining
devices auch as seatbelts.
However, Lt. Tom Finck of the
state police in Mayfield, said
because of an incre;aae in
awareness and education, more
people are wearing seatbelts.
"The numbers of people who
are wearing their seatbelts are
growing more and more,
especially from children in
acbools. These kida hear about
it in school, and then they go
home and tell mom and dad to
buckle up and that is why we
are eeeing an increase," he said.
Public service announcements and commercials,
such as "You Could Learn A
Lot from a Dummy," have aided
in the increase in awareness of
the importance of safety
through car reatraining devices.
Finck said such messages have
played a role in many people's
attitudes about wearing
seatbelta.

Darin Hayden, a junior
marketing major from
Evansville, Ind., said he should
k.now about seatbelts saving
lives, since his mother was in·
volved in an automobile acci·
dent last year and survived.
"Yeah, I would have to say
that they save lives. My mom
was wearing her's and she
Cl'acks down on me whenever [
don't wear mine," be said. "If
she hadn't been wearing it, she
might not be here today."
Michael Riley has a different
outlook on seat belts. Riley, a
freshman finance major from
Fancy Farm, said he does not
wear his seatbelt because he
"just never takes the time.
"I think seatbelts eave lives,
to an extent.. But, they can also
cause people to be killed ," he
said.
Beth Truitt, a freshman
theater and organizational com·
munications major from
Louisville. said although she
now has automatic seatbelts in
her car, she has always worn
her seatbelt and such precau·
tiona saved her life after an ac·
cident in which she waa
involved.
"I guess I got started wearing
my seatbelt beca use my dad
always told me to. But I was in·
volved in a really bad wreck
and if I hadn't had my seatbelt
on, I would have been thrown
through the windshield," she
said.
"1 think tl&at a lot of people
are starting to wear their
seatbel ts more and with a lot of
the new cara, you have to wear
your seatbelt.'' Truitt said.
More and more states are
passing laws to require motor
~ehicle ope r ato r s and
pauengens to wear seatbelts.
While Kentucky does not
have a state seatbelt law,
several of Kentucky's bordering
states. such aa Indiana, ntinois
and Tennessee, as well as some
cities in t he Commonwealth,
such aa Lexington, do have such
laws. Finck said Kentucky

Photo by THOMAS WHE!l.ER

Jay Porter, a junior printing management major from Newburgh, Ind., " bucklea up" for safety
before entering the area hlghwaya. Public servtce announcerMnta recently have helped to lncreaae the publtc 'a awareness of seatbelt Importance. During the holidays automobile acddenta
become even more frequ.nt. Severel states have pa1Md lawa requiring operetona and
puaengers to wear aeatbelts.

should implement a .seatbelt
law and that such a law would
help decrease the number of
traffic deat.ha.
"Several states have seatbelt
laws and in those states that do
have these types of laws, 40 to
60 percent of the people usually
end up we a ring their
seatbelta,'' he said. "A seatbelt
law would benefit the state and
would help reduce fatalities."
Enforcing seatbelt laws may
oo a major problem for many

state law enforcement officers.
Hayden said while aU states
should have some type of
aeatbelt law, Indiana's law is
not as effective as it should be.
"They really aren't all that ef·
fective because the police don't
pulJ anybody over. lf they do
stop you just to check to see if
you have got it on, people just
put it on when the police walk
up to the car," he said.
Finck said while most police
officers cannot pull o.nyone over

for not wearing their seatbelts,
such as North
Carolina, have passed laws
stating police ,officers can atop
people for not wea r ing
seatbelts.
"I think that the best way we
could enforce the law would be
about the same as we did with
child restraining seats," Finck
said. "There would be no
penalties for one year, but we
would have strict enforcement
af\.er that one-year periOd."
&Ome staU!a •
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Two new organizations
work to become Greek
By JENNA NEWTON
Staff Wnter

Students interested in "going
Greek' ' at Murray State
University have two new
organizations to choose from .
During the pest few years a new
local aorority, Theta Chi Delta,
and a fraternity, Signta Tau
Gamma , have begun to
establi s h Lhomselves as
members of the Murt'ny State
Greek community.
Begun in the fall of 1988,
Thetu Chi Dcltn hns grown into
a local sot·ority 70 members
stt·ong. The sorority was found·
ed by 27 · girls who lived
together in Regents Hall. Lynn
Hendrickson, president of
Theta Chi Delta, said the girls
formed the sorority because
they wanted to become involved
on campus, but could not find
an existing group that met their
needs.
Recently, Theta Chi Delta
was accepted to become an
a saoci a t e me m be r of
Panhellenie Council. Amy Wan·
nemuehler, Panhellenic Council president, said a8110Ciate
membership ie for local
sororities like Theta Chi Delta
or sororities in tho proce1111 of
colonizinJ. We.nnemuehler said
associate members can attend
Panhellenic meetings, but they
cannot vote or hold Panhellenic
office.
Hendrickson said by becom·
ing an 8880Ciate member of
Pahellenic Council, 'Theta Chi
Delta can play a more active
role in Greek activities at Murray State.
"We ~became an a&:mate
member because we thought it
was time to merge with the
other sororities," Hendrickson
said. "If we all work together
we can accomplish more as a
whole."

January when a Sigma Tau

'It has never been
Gamma member from the
University of Virginia transfersmooth sailing, but if
red to Murray State.
you want something
David Clark, Sigma Tau
bad enough it is worth
Gamma president, said his
the struggle. '
frat.ernity petitioned Murray
State's
Interfraternity Council
-Hendrickson
tiona] Panhellenic Council
soror1ty. Wannemuehler snid
two or three national sororities
have contacted her this year ex·
pressing interest in forming col·
onies at Murray State, but she
said the decision to colonize
would be up to Theta Chi Delta.
Wannemuehler ~aid there
was some "uglin~ss" toward
Theta Chi Delta in the beginn·
ing. Most of this arO&e from fear
that an additional sorority
would cause strain on sororities
with lower numbers. abe said.
Wannemuehler said thia fear is
no lon~er substantiated.

<P
•
..1 think we
anhellemc)
could handle another soror ity
because sorority rush and Murray State enrollment numbers
are going up every year,'' Wannemuehler said.
"It has never been smooth
sailing, but if you want
something bad enough it is
worth the struggle," Hendrickson said. "We support the
other fraternities and sororities
and we would like to see any
frictions that were there
disolve."
Like Theta Chi Delta, Murray
State's newest fraternity Sigma
Tau Gamma is still atuggling to
gain national recognition and
find ita nid:ie at Murray State.

Unlike Theta Chi Delta,
which is a local organization,
Sigma Tau Gamma is a National Interfraternity Council
member. It was founded in 1920
Hendrickson said the sorority at Central Missouri State
has considered colonizing. If it University.
did, it would have to shed the
Theta Chi Delta name and af.
Sigma Tau Gamma was form·
filiate with a recognized Na- ed at Murray State last

<IFC) for membership last
semester, but they were not
accepted.
Bart Schofield, IFC President,
t'4aid Sigmn Tau Gamma was
not allowed to join IFC last
semester because the number of
atudents going through fraternity rush has been low and
many fraternities feared an ad·
ditionaJ fraternity would hurt
their numbers. Schofield said
IFC also wanted to wait and see
"how serious they (Sigma Tau
Gamma) were" about actually
trying to form a chapter at Murray State.
Sigma Tau Gamma currently
has 14 members and expecta to
take at least ten pledges in the
spring.
"We are coming on Bt.rong and
we are going to become a
dominate fraternity on this
campus before long," Clark
aaid .
Rirht now Sigma Tau Gamma
ia recognized as a colony by its
national headquarters in Warrensburg, Missouri. The group
must have at leaat 40 members
to be recornized u a fullfledged chapter by nationals.
Schofield said Sigma Tau
Gamma can re-petition to
become a membe-r of Murray
State's IFC 1t any time.
"1 think they (Murray State's
IFC fraternities) welcome new
ideaa and inputa," Schofield
said.

Both Theta Chi Delta and
Sigma Tau Gamma will hold
rush parties and take pledges in
January. Students interested in
learning more about either
group can contact the
preaidenta of those
organizations.
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Tour provides opportunity
for view of foreign cultures
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

Last summer Dr. James L.
Booth, provost and vice
president for academic and
student affairs, was the first
vice president from Murray
State University to visit the
Kentucky Institute for Euro·
pean Studies program in 16
years.
KIES is a consortium of
nine Kentucky universities
which participate in six dif·
ferent programs in different
countries. Students study
abroad for five weeks and
earn college credit. Murray
State acts as the fiecal agent
or ehair of the consortium.
Booth toured four of the six
programs in Europe in·
eluding Bregnez, Austria;
Nimes, France; Paris,
France; Munich, Germany;
and Florence, Italy.
Dr. J . Milton Grimes, ex·
ecutive director of the KIES
program, said it was impor·
tant for upper level offieiala
of participating schools to
become acquainted with the
program.
"The purpose waa for them
to observe first hand the pro·
gram in operation," Grimes
said.
Booth said the trip revealed many aspects of the pro·
gram he did not know about..
"It waa amuing to see 18, 19
and 20-year-olda finding
their way around Paris to
easily," he said.
''They had auch confidence
in the~ru~elves in a totally
foreign culture, speaking a
different language ,o ther
than their native language,"
Booth said.
He aaid studentlwho study
abroad go through an in·
credible maturation proceas.
People who come back from
Europe are changed for life,
Booth said.

. . .••.?< •
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In addition to adapting to
foreign cultures, Booth said,
the opportunity for travel is
a valuable experience. "It is
hard for Ull to conceptualize
that. Europe is like a collection of states in the United
States," he said.
While in Europe, top level
administrators were given
tours of the various campuRe& and cities by · the
etudenta. "The kids were
teaching the ad ministrators," Grimes said.
Booth said the student-led
tours were very informative
and exclti~. He said it was
not like a professional tour
where exact dat.es and events
are discussed, but an informal tour from epthusiastic
students.
"To see things from the
kid's perspective wasn't like
a professional tour guide,"
he said. "It. was more
exciting."
One of Booth's observations while visiting classes
waa the intense amount of
active learning that took
place.
"Kids learned an awful lot
from other students through
intense interaction, " Booth
sajd,
Booth also noticed how
close relations developed between students and faculty.
"There was very little of the
traditional formality in the
classrooms that exaists
here." he said.
Suzanne Keeslar, assistant
professor of French and
director of the French KIES
program, said Booth's visit
was an important step for
the visibility of the program..
"It ill important to have support of · international activities from people who
understand it and have participated in it,'' abe said.
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Students firid hiaden ·costs
associated with apartments
By AMY LEAR
Assistant Campus Life Editor

Living in an apartment can be
the first step
wward tn·
dependence for many of today'e
college students, but among the
many advantages is the respnn·
siblity of managing one's
money and learning how to
budget.
Cost is an important. deoidmg
factor in making the move from
r esidence hull lo apartment.
The semester price for a dou·
ble room :Ill Woods Hall is $465.
While it costs $495 for a doublt:
in lhe other resident halls.
Privat.o rooms arc $695 in
Woods and $746 in the other
resident halls. Deposits for the
resident hall's are $50.
The University also has
apart menU! available in College
Courts.
"Our first priority is married
students and single studP.nta
with children," said Gene Biby,
aaaist.ant director of housing.
"Iflhere are any available iU\er
we meet these needa, then we
give them to singles:•
The coet for College Court.a ia
$230 a month for a one bedroom
apartment and $275 a month
for a two bedroom apartment.
This rent includes the coste of
both electricity and water.
A variety of apartments are
available in Murray at a wide
range of prices designed to fit
anyone's budget.
Thomas Muehleman, pro·
feesor of psychology, has several
one, two, and three bedroom

furnished apartments that
range in cost from $100 to $280
a month not includlng utilities.
Muehleman requires a one
monlh deposit on the apart·
ments and a 30 day notice
before leaving.
Coleman Realty has apart·
ments available throughout
Murray that average $250 a
month plus utilities for apartments with appliances furnished, said Jana LitUe, property
manager for Coleman'e.
Little said there are eight to
10 apartment complexes in
Murray and many are available
to studente.
Little said that students are
not alwaya aware of the hidden
costs associated with apart·
ments. There are aecurity and
utility deposita, she said.
"Renters pay a $100 deposit
for electricity, $30 for water and
$50 for ga.e," Little said. "Also
any damage or thing that goes
wrong due to negligence, the
renter must pay the billa to fix
it."

Little said some students do
not know ways to best minimize
their utility bills.
"Students must learn to be
economical by taking shorter
. showers and shopping yard
sales for curtains and fur·
nishings," she said.
Also students need to be
aware that. electric bills will be
higher in the winter months
and that extended use of hot
water will raise utllily bills, she
said.
Although apartment costs are
typically higher than residence
hall rents, some students still
prefer the privacy and benefits
that come with having an apart·
ment located ofT campus.
"Overall it is a little cheaper
in the dorms, but with an apart·
ment you don't have to pay it in
one lump sum.'' said Brenda
Gregory. a senior accounting
msjor from Benton .
"The benefits outweigh the
c:oet when you are older, but as
a freshman the dorm is a better
experience," Gregory said.
Heidi Holman, a senior
organizational communication
m$r from Geff, Ill., said the
coat bas been about the
same."The only added costs
have been the little things, like
curtabu, blinda, cleaning supplies and cooking utensils," she
said.
Ediwr's note: Thu u the second story of a th~e-part series
detailing tht! aduantoges and
duadvantages of off-campus

"Flne Seafood Dining In A
Florida Atmosphere"
D

10% off with this coupon Nov. 30 through Dec. 7

Open 7 days
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MSU Shooting Team
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SHOOTZENFEST
Dec. 3 through 5
3 p.m.- 8 pm.
Turkey and/or gift certificate
awarded.to winner of each relay

Proceeds to benefit

Marque Moore

hou1ing in Murray.

It took Galileo 16 years to ·master the universe.

You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
If Galileo had used Vtvarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar
system faster, too.
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Akl'S/ENTERTAINMENT-No-vemb___;.,;,;,er3~~~e9~~
Play adds magic to story of night visitors
Christmas is perhap~~ the
most magtcal time of the year,
and Murray's Playhouse in the
Park intends to add to that
magic by performing Amahl
and the Night Vi8iU>rs, a story
of a young boy who expe1·iences
the miracle of Christmas in his
own life,
Amah/ a11d th~ NiRht Visitors
is a combination puppet and
opera production by Gian-Carlo
Menotti being produced in con·
junction with the Murray State
University department of
music.
Half of the production will be
performl.'d by life-size puppets
operated by the Playhouse in
the Park children'a theater
company. 'l'he remainder of the
cast includes Murray State
opera students and members of
the general public.
The production will be
directed by Liz Bussey, ex·
ecutive dire ctor of the
Playhouse in ·t he Park. Musical
direct}on will bu aupplied by
Photo furnished by PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK

Amahl, left, played by Jeremy Hunt, Is greeted by his mother played by Amanda Sims In Amah/
and the Night VIsitors, the Playhouse In the Park/Murray St~te University Department of Music
production for the Christmas Seaaon. The opera by Glen-Carlo Menottl opens Thorsday, Nov. 29
at 7 p.m.

Laughing it up
Comedians draw crowds to The Stables

Randall Black, instructor of
music at Murray State.
"Two other links between
Murray State and the
playhouse will be provided by

Village recalls Christmas past
with touch of present, future
By SHAWN LOCKMAN

By JON FUTRELL
'We tried everything
Reviewer
With the grind of college (at The Stables) but
classes, homt!work, papers and comedy seems to be
final exams, students onen
nt·cd a good laugh once in a hot right now. '
-Young
wh\lu.
Movies nnd cable TV do the1r
pnrl. hut sometimes that is not there, but we still pack the
('nough. Students ulso want. place."
live, In·theil··fnce, stand up
Comedians for the Zono, in·
comedy.
eluding such perfor·me~H lhts
f<'or the past two yea1·s, 'rhe semebter as Just ,June, Tommy
Stables, located on the first Blaze, Mark Dishera and 'T'tm
floor of the Curris Center, has Wilson, come to Young tht"Ough
been the place to see such com· the talent agency Creative
edy with The Comedy Z<mc, Expressions.
sponsored by the University
Young said The St.nbles hns
Center Board.
hosted other forms of enterlain·
P.very other Thut·sday night, ment, but comedy is still king.
with one Tuesday night s how as
'' We tried music nnd
an exception, stand-up comics everything (at The Stables! but
hnve performed befot·e a packed comedy seems to be hot right
Stables.
now," Young said.
Students who have been to
They joke about Murray State
The
Comedy ~ne C\'en once
University, current events and
life in general to the delight of would agree.
tho primarily student audience.
Jay Graham, a freshman
agriculture communications
One student who especially major from Fulton, has 8
enjoys these huge turnout.s is schedule that has allowed him
Mike Young, a senior business to go the Zone only once, but he
management major from said he liked what he saw.
•.
.
Hopkinsville. Aa lhe Coffeo
House Chairman for the UCB.
I saw posters for 1t around
it is his job to book the come·. ca'!!pus so I thou_g ht would
diana who play the Zone. He go, Graham sa1d. lt waa
said this year is no exception to great. , It was free. It was
the Zone success story.
funny.
Cindy Brummel, a freshman
' 'll'a been very succeesful," business administration ml\iOI'
Young said. "I see a lot of the from Grand ~pids, Mich., had
same faces every time. We'd an interesting experience durlike to get eome more facea in ing a Comedy Zone she attend·

.!

-

_....,_ __

ed, The comedian performing
nsked her a question that
became the bnsis for h1s net.
"When he talked about
Michigan, I cheered. He asked
where I was from and I said
south of Detroit.," Brummel
said. "Throughout tht• night, he
picked on me and south or
Detroit, but he wusn't
malicious. He WIHI really. really
funny,''
She ~aid ~:~he likes The Com·
edy Zone since it was the first.
time she saw live comedy. " f
lo\'e it,'' Brummel said. " I'd
never been to see C'omedy
before. 1 go every time they
have one."
Eric Wendt, n freshman
business administration major
from Louisville, had a good time
ancr o Com<ody Zone he attend·
ed featuring Wilson. Wendt
said he actually got to talk to
Wilson after he was fini shed
with his routine.
.. Basieally, we were talking
about what was going on the
world and all that stuff," Wendt
said. "You actually get to see
whut's going on inside their
heads."
Wendt said a lack of activities
on campus and in Mura·ay make
The Comedy Zone a must.
" {think it's a real vital part of
the campus with no bars around
here and just. a Wai·Mart,"
Wendt said.
Young said starting next
semester, The Comedy Zone
will take placo every other
Tuesday night at The Stables.

..

Heather Edwards a nd Karen
Boyd,'' BUASCy said. " Edwards.
a Murray State student, bas
designE-d and constructed all
the costumes for the opera
sinl{et·s as part of a practicum
for her home economics class.
Karen Boyd, profes.sot· of art at
Murray Stnte, is in charge of
the set design."
The production oogau Thurs·
day and will be staged through
Saturday and again Friday
through Dec. 8 at 7 p.m.
Matinees will be performed on
Thursday and Dec. 8 and 9 at 2
p.m.
Reservations may be made by
calling the boxol" office at
759·1752. The box office is open
from 10 a .m. until 5 p.m., Mon·
day through Friday. There is
also un answering machine for
those who cannot call during
these Limes. All reservatioll:!
left on t he answering m achine
will be confirmed prior to the
production dates, Bussey said.
Ticket prices are $7 for adults,
$6 for se.n ior citizens and $5 for
studen~ and children.
"This is our Christmas present to the community," Bussey
said. "It should be a magical
evening for all."

Staff Writer

"rt will be like an old
Dickens' Street atmosphere.
People will be dressed in the
old fr~ks, Ion~. shawls. and
. stove ptpe hats, she srud.
The big event for the even·
i~g will be musical a~,
et~her solo or group, whtcb
wtll be performed every 15
minutes, Cornelison said.
There will also be
refreshments of apple cider
and hot chocolate along with
many other foOds. Cornelison
said there would even be a
pigroast.
About 150 people will be
involved in helping to run
the event and this includes
all of the churches who
donated food and merchants
who donated such things as
the apple cider and hot
chocolate, Cornelison said.

Stepping inlo the past and
celebrating Christmas on an
old str<let in Dickens' Village
is what thoee who att~nd the
Dickens' Village Expo
tonight and Saturday will
experience.
The Sigma department of
thaMurrayWoman'sClubis
sponsoring the event which
will run from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
both nights at the Murray
Exposition Center.
There will be craft
dem?netrations. ~ith both
carvmg and ~u1ltmg, ~vents
and storytellmg for ch•!d!en,
perfo_rmanccs by .magJetlltl8
and JUg~Jers a~d horae and
bug~· ndes, satd ~ale Cor·
nehson, Woman ~ Club
member and co-chairperson
of the event.
She said she expects
She said she hopes the
event will be like a scene out around 1,000 people to at·
tend both nights.
of Dickens' Village.

City steps into holiday season
with weekend Christmas parade
The Rotary Club of Murray
in conjunction with the
downtown merchants is
sponsoring the annual
Chriatmu ~rade Saturday.
Don Jones, co-chairman for
the parade, said the parade
will begin at 10:30 a.m. at
lOth and Main and will end
up at the court equare in
Murray.

contain several floats, three
bands and antique ears. He
also said several churches
and local industries would be
represented along with
several units from the
Shrinera.
Jones said the Christmu
parade will aleo include Santa Clawa.
"He will diJembark on the
aquare 10 children can
him," he said.

/'
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Music groups
combine talent
for performance

Plot makes being home alone fun
Remember way back in the
early 1980s when producerdirector John Hughes was con·

sidered the teen fllm king?
Times have ebangcd since
then. Now, with three such
films during the past four
Christmases, Hughes can be
called the holiday ft.lm king.
In 1987, be directed Steve
Martin and John Candy on the
road to hilarity in the comedy
smash Planes, Trains, and
Automobiles.
Last December, Chevy Chase
put a holiday face on his Clark
Griswald character in the
Hughes·produced Natio11al
Lo.mpoon.'s Christm08 Vacation,
playing this Wednesday Jt the
Curris Center Theater.
This year, he has produced
Home Arone, the surprise box·
office smash abOut an eight·

The performance of
Handel's Musiah is a
mark of achievement for
any musical group. The
Murray State Univt>rsity
Choral Union, Concert.
Choir and Chambor Or·
chestro will perform this
musical mnsterpieco at 8
p.m. on Tuesday in Lovett
Auditorium.
Pt'ior to the Me.uiah
performance, other or·
cheatral literature will be
performed under the
direction of Eric
Williams, assistant professor of music at Murray
State.
Four soloist& will also
perform during the even·
ing'a performance.
The performance of the
.'tltl8iah will bring the
evenine of music to a close
under the direction of
Steven Michelson, direc·
tor of choral activities at
Murt"8y State.
· Admiaaion is $6 for
adults and $3 for
students. Ticket& may be
purchaeed at the Student
Government Aeaociation
office, the Chamber of
Commerce and from
choral union membera.
Tickets may also be pur·
chased at the door, but
spaces are expected to fill
up quickly, Michelson
said.

year-old bOy who accidentally
has the house to himself.
Both movies ~howcase some
great performers who save their
films from their weak plots.
You might think Chase is that
performer for ChriBtmOJJ. After
all, he did make the original
Varation memorable.
'l'hink again. This Vacation is
a vacation in the aense that
everyone has time off. No
traveling to Grandma's house
for tho Griswalds. They are
welcoming their relatives for a
big family Christmas. So,
everyone Is home preparing for
that big day.
Trouble i.&, Chase is not as
funny indoors as be is out on the

open road. The jokes here are of
the collapsing house variety
that were funny ·t.he first time,
not the fiftieth.
Randy Quaid, who played
Chase's brother-in-Jaw Eddie in
the first film, shows up late in
Christma8 to be the performer
that saves this film. Just aa the
antics of Griswald and company
begin to wear thin, Quaid pops
up to give it a fresh shot of lifo.
As for Home, the performer of
note is Macaulay Culkin Wnde
Buck). As the kid whose parents
(Catharine O'Hara of Beetlejuice and John Heard of Big) ac·
cidentally leave him at home
while they take the rest of the
family on a French vacation,
Culkin ehin~s where lesser
child actors would have played
it too cute.
The plot is not muCh better

than Chmtmas, but it does not
matter in the end. That is the
climatic battle between Culkin
and two burglars (Joe Pesci of
GoodFella3 and Daniel Stern of
D.O.A.>. His booby traps ar~ a
work of genius and the
burglars' react1oru; make it
easily one of the funniest scenes
of the year.

Both of these films have their
strengths and weaknesses. But
Christma8 is not much more

than a rehash ~f the past two
films, except for a hilarious
turn by Quaid. Home starts
slowly, but builds up to a
hilarious climax.

If you want to see the best
holidays Hughes has to offer,
bypass ChristnlO$ and, in the
words of Tracey Ullman. go
Jlome!
-Jon. Futrell

Holidays begin with 'Hanging of Green'
Thank.sgiving bas ended of·
ficially marking the beginning
of the Christmas season. For
those students who have yet to
capture tbe holiday spirit, Murray State University's annual
Hanging of the Green may help
put t hem in a festive mood.
The University Center Board
along with the Student Govern·
ment A.s$ociation helps with
promoting and decorating for
the annual ceremony. The
Board sets up the sound system,
passes out programs, and
decorates the Christmas tree

alon11 with SGA, said Mike
Young, coordinator of Student
aetivitiea. UCB also aets up
table tenta at. area businesses to
inform the community about
Hangin11 of the Green and other
Christmaa activities, be said.
The ceremony will begin at 4
p.m. on Sunday with a reception
ln the Curris Centel' hosted by
President Ronald J. Kurth and
his wife, Charlene; James
Booth, provost and vice presi·
dent of academic and student af.
fairs: Phil Bryan, dean of admissions; and Bill Payne, assi&

tant to the vice president.
dude the Murray First United
The traditional ceremony will Methodist. Church and the Mur·
follow at 5 p.m. in the Currie ray Memorial Baptist Church.
Readings about different
Center. The 40·minute program
will begin with a trumpet fan· Christmas traditions around
fare by the Murray State Brase the world and scripture
Ensemble and a processional by readings wilt be presented by
the Murray State choirs and the alumni and people in the com.
Murray Memorial Baptiet munity. Readers include Emma
Church handbell choir. Musical Sue Hutson, Bob Valentine,
selections will be performed by Bobbi Greer, Margaret Hunt,
Murray State Concert. Choir, Tiffani Cooper Rnd
Sarah
Chamber Singers, the Univerai· McNeary.
Kurth will extend a
ty Chorale and the Women's
Christmas greeting followed by
Chorus.
Special guest performers in· the lighting of a 25-foot tree.
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(Left) Racer guard Frank Allen plays defense against Georgia Southern
Wednesday night. (Rig ht) All-America candidate Popeye Jonea runa
down the floor after scoring agalnat the USA-Verich Reps. The Racera'
next opponent will be Western Kentucky Saturday In Racer Arena •

.

Racers off to best start since 1974-75
MSU defeats Eagles, irriproves Jones named MV~P
record to 4-0 in home opener in San Juan tourney
By MICHAEL PADUANO
Staff Writer
Most players on the Racera
will tell you that they do not
pay attention to the top 25
polls or the Sagarin power
ratings, but it ia hard to
believe. After ~he the Racen
78-61 win Wednesday night
in their home opener over
Georgia Southern, aaaistant
coach James Holland stood at
the door of the Racers' locker
room asking the writers
covering the game if they
were AP voters.
The Racers victory over the
GSU Eagles gives them their
best start since the 1974-75
season.
Head coach Steve Newton
said the team has progressed
very well, but needs aome fine
tuning.
"Our continuity on ofl'ense
needs aome work," Newton
said. The Racers shot .8~3 in
the first half against GSU.
The Racers fell behind early
and for a while, GSU appeared to be the rismg stan
in the NCAA.
Led by sophomore guard
Tommy WillillDlB, the Eagles

By MICHAEL PADUANO

BASDTBAU.

'Our continuity on of- - - - - - - - - tense needs some

jumped oat to leads of 12-2,
28-18 and 36-26 in the first
half. Williams scored 14
points in the t"trat 8:15 of the
game and scored 17 points by
halftime.
The Racers, perhaps showing signs of their extended
trip to Puerw Rico, shot only
.353 from the field in the fU"st
half.
With an 8-0 run, MSU pall·
ed to within 36-34 at the end
of the half. Two free throwa
each by Scott Adams and
Donald Overstreet, and field
goals by Greg Coble and
Frank Allen started the
comeback.
The IW:ert palled away ear·
ly in the eecond half with a
9-0 run that gave them a
45-38 lead witb 16:28 left. in
the game.
The Eagles were able to Cllt
the MSU lead to 47-42, but
Popeye Jones took over and
scored the Racers next six
points. Jones led all tcorert
with 19, and tied teamate •
John Jackson with 10
rebounds.

-

Sports EdttOf

Popeye Jones is making Most
Valuable Player awards a
habit. Jones has won four MVPa
in a row and has not bad a tour·
nament since his freshman year
which he did not receive that
honor.
Jones averaged 23 points,
11.7 rebounds and shot .509
from the field in the Racers'
opening season San Juan
Shootout tournament win, in·
eluding a 34-point, 17-rebound
performance in the Racers'
opening game victory against
Bucknell University.
The Racers started slowly in
their open ing game with
Bucknell. BU led the Racers
34-2~ at the end of the first half.
Jones took over the second
half, however, with. 22 points
and led the Racers on a 17-8 run
that gave the Racers a 42-39
lead.
BU pulled ahead 44-42, but
baskets by Jones, Greg Coble
and four points by Paul King
put the Racen in front to stay.
In their second round win
over Old Dominion, the Racers
started alowly again, falling
behind by aa many aa six POints,

work.'

- Newton
Newton credited guards
Paul King and Greg Coble for
their defeMe on the top
players. King held forward
Tony Windless to only eight
points, 21 below his average.
Coble held Williams to only
one point in the second half.
Next up for the Racers will
be old rival Western Ken·
tucky, 7:30 p.m. Saturday in
Racer Arena.
The Hilltoppers have begun
the aeaaon 0-2 and suffered
their worst losa in team
history Wednesday night, a
124·65 t hrash ing to the
Univeraity of Georgia.
WKU, which hu a new
coach, Ralph wmard. and •
very young team, also lost to
Southern illinois by 18 points,
laat week.

The Hilltoppers are led by
forward Jack Jennings, who
scored 20 points against
Georgia.
•

• "

f'

but an 11·2 run in the laat2:22
of the first half gave the Racers
a 33-28 lead. Sophomore guard
Frank Allen hit two three-point
shots and a seven-foot jump;
shot, and John Jackson hit a
freethrow and a three pointer at
the buzzer to spark the Racers.
MSU pulled out to a 10 point
lead early in the sec:ond half on
a Paul King three point shot, a
Coble dunk, and two layups by
Jones.
The Racers defeated Big
Eight Conference member
Nebraska 81-79 in the tournament final . The Cornhuskera,
who defeated fift.h ranked
Michigan State 71-09 Wednesday, defeated the tournament's
top seed illinois in the semi·
finals.
King, a senior guard from St.
Louis, scored the Racers first
eight points of the second half
and gave the Racers a 41-38
lead, but the Cornhuakera
answered after a timeout to hit
a three-pointer to tie the game
at41-4l. .
After forward John Jackson
waa foul~ and injured, Cedric
Gwnm, sabing for Jacbon, hlt
two free throws to give tbe
Racers the winning points.

SCOREBOARD----------Nov-embe~r;~~!~
RACER SPORTS WEER
SPORT

FRIDAY

Men's
Basketball
Women's
Basketball

SATURDAY

.

SUNDAY

[

..

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEONESOAYI THURSOAY

~7:S~p.m.

WBLN
103.7 FM

W8lN
103.? fl/1

a.thel
College
7p.m.
WSJP

,..

Arkanaaa
State
5:15p.m.
WSJP

1130 AM

I

~
St.te

Weatern
Kentucky
7:30p.m.

,

Arkanaaa

1 p.in..

.

1130 AM

~

Volleyball*
Indoor
Track*

I Home I I Aw.y ·I
*No Scheduled Event

Rifle*
Total Fouls· Munay Sta1e 13, Old
Dominion 16.
Murray State \I'IJ. NebraskJJ Nov.
25 In the championship (IIJtne of

the Ssn Juan Shootout.
MurrayState81
Nellnl•k878

Photo by STEPHANIE LUSH

RACER OF THE WEEK: Jeff sanders, a
junior from Evansville, Ind., shot a 143 In the Jaguar
Classic In Augusta, Ga., to capture Individual medalist
honors.
Sanders finished first out of 75 golfers, while the
Racer golf team shot a 603 to finish In a tie for sixth
place out of 15 teams.

a

Bright 3 -14 0-0 7, King 1-1 4-4 6,

BASKETBALL

Mu"•Y State vs. Georgia Southern
In Racer Alene Nov. 28.

Murray State 78
Georgi• Southem 61
Murray State (78)
Jones 8-1 7 3-3 19, Allen 7-14 o017, Jackson 5-9 1-3 11 , King 3·
10 4·6 11, Coble 4· 10 0·0 9,
Gumm 2-2 0-0 5, Overstreet 0-0 2·
4 2, Adams o-3 2-2 2, Slvllls o-o 22 2. Totals 29-65 14-22 78.
Georgia Southern (61)
Williams 7·9 0-0 17, Ferguson 38 5-6 11, Smith 4· 10 0-0 8,
Wlndeas 2-6 3-4 8, Hagans 3-8 00 6, Charles 2-8 0.2 6, Noblitt 1·2
o-o 3, Young 1-7 0-0 2, Powell o-1
0-0 0. Totals 23-59 8-12 61.
Halftime- Georgia Southern 36,
Murray State 34. Three point
goals· Murray State 6-21 (Allen 38, Gumm 1·1,1<lng 1-6, Coble 1-4,
Jones 0.2). Georgia Southern 7-13
(WIDiama 3-4, Challes 2-4, Noblitt
1·1, Windless 1·3, Smith 0 -1).
Rebounds· Murray State 40
(Jones 10, Jackson 10, Coble 6,
King 4). Georgia Southam 36
(Ferguson 9, Hagans 7, Windless
5, (!harlles 4). Assists- Murray
State 13 (Coble 4, King 2, Adams
2. Jones 2). Georgia Southam 1(Young 3, Hagans 3, Charles 2).
Fouled out- Hagans, Georgia
Southem. Total fouls- Mwray State
14, Georgia Southern 19.

vs.

Murray State
Bucknell
Uflltlerflty Nov. 2S In the Sen Juan

Shoolout.

MufTily State 81
Bucknell88
Murray State (81)
Jones 13·21 6·10 34, Allen 5·10
tl-6 18, King 5 -11 2-4 16, Coble 2·
10 0·0 5, Adams 1-4 0 -0 4
Jackson 1-7 2·2 4, Gumm 1-1 0-0
2, Slvills o-5 0·0 o, Overstreet o-1,
o-o o. Totals 27-63 18-24 81 .
Bucknell (68)
Courtney 8·18 0-0 18, Olkowski
5 -1 2 S-6 15. Fenton 6-81 -2 14,

Ushlnsld 2-3 0.0 4, Peyton 1-4 2·2
4, Diver 0-1 0-0 0. Totals 26-61
12-1468.
Halftime · BuckneR 34, Murray
State 24. Three point goalsMurray State 7-11 (King 4-5, Allen
2-4, Coble 1-1, Jackson 0 -S,
Slvllls 0-3, Jones 0-1). Bucknell 48 (Courtney 2·4, Bright 1-3,
Fenton 1·1). Rebounds- Murray
State 51 (Jones 17, Jackson 9,
King 7, Adams 5, Coble 5).
Bucknell 28 (Bright 9, King 7,
Courtney 4, Olkowski 4). Assists·
Murray State 12 (Jackson 3,
Jones 2, Col*t 2. Allen 2, King 2).
Bucknell 12 (Brown 5, Courtney 4,
Payton 2). Fouled out - Murray
State, Adams. Bucknell Olkowski.
Total Fouls· Murray State 14.
Bucknell18.
Murrey State vs. Old Dominion
Nov. 24 In the
Juan Shootout.

san

Murray State 78
Old Dominion 81
Murray State (76)
Allen 6-16 1-2 18, Jones 7-17 12 15, King 4-11 5-7 15, Coble 5·13
2-3 13, Jackson 4-5 2-6 11,
Overstreet 1-1 0-0 2, Adams 1-5 0·
o 2. Totals 28-68 11·20 76.
Old Dominion (61)
Gatling 8-11 2-6 18, Jackson 615 3-4 17, Leonard 5-11 1-2 11,
Robinson 3·10 o-o 7, Grant 2-5 o-o
4, Cox 1·1 0-0 2, Larkin 1-1 0-0 2,
Smith 0-2 0-0 0, Anderson 0.2 o-o
0, Leake 0·2 o-o 0, Crocker 0·1 o0 0. Totals 26-61 6-12 61 .
Halftime- Murray State 33, Old
Dominion 28. ThrH point goals·
Murray State 9·19 (Allen 5-9, King
2-4, Coble 1·4 , Jackson 1-1,
Jones 0-1).01d Dominion 3·9
(Jackson 2-4, Robinson 1-2, Smith
0·1 , Anderson 0· 1, Leake 0-1 ).
Rebounds- Murray State 43
(Jones 15, Jackson 11, Coble 4,
Adams 4, AHen 3, Overstreet 3,
K'll'lg 3). Old Dominion 34 (Gatling
13, Jackson 8, Leonard 5, Grant
3, Cox 2). Assists- Murray State
13 (Allen 6, King 3, Coble 2,
Jones 2). Old Dominion 5 (Smith 1,
Robinson 1, Gatling 1, Grant 1,
Leonard 1). Fouled out- none.

r
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Murray State (81)
Allen 7-20 7-8 23, Jones 8-17 58 22, King 6-9 ().() 16, Coble 4-8 12 10, Jackeon 2·5 0-3 4, Slvills 1·
1 0.1 2. Adams 1-2 0.1 2. GuiTITI o0 2·2 2. Totals 29-6115-25 81.
Nebraska (79)
Reid 4-8 7-7 18, tOng 6-7 2-2
14, Hayes 6·16 2-5 14, Scales 4-8
0-0 10, Chublck 2-5 2-4 6,
Platkowshl 2-6 0-0 5, Farmer 2-4
0-0 5, Moody 2·2 o-o 5, Owens 1·
3 o-o 2. Totals 29- 57 13·18 79.
Halftime- Murray State 33,
Nebraska 32. Three point goalaMurray State 8-16 (King 4•5, Allen
2-5, Coble 1-2, Jones 1-4).
Nebfaska 8-17 (Reid 3-5, Scales
2-4 Farmer 1·2, Moody 1·1,
Platkowshl 1-3. Chublck 0 -2,
Hayes 0-2). Rebounds- Murray
State 23 (Jackson 7, Adams 5,
Jones 3, King 3). Nebraska 36
(Hayes10, Owens 7, Farmer 4,
Scales 4, Reid 4, Moody 3). ·
A.aalsts- Murray State 12 (Jones 4,
Coble 3, Allen 3). Nebraska 17
(Moody 4, Scales 3). Fouled out·
Hayes. Nebraska. Total fouls·
Murray State 15, Nebraska 22.

Aaaoci•te Pre. . Top 25
The Top 25 teams In the
Associated Press 1990-91 oollege
basketball poll with total points and
first-place votes In parentheSis:
1. UNLV (45)
1,600
2. Arizona (19)
1,576
1,378
3. Arbnaaa
4. North Carolina
1,344
5. Michigan Stale
1,325
1,218
6. Alabama
1,133
7. Syracuse

8. Duke (1)
9. Georgetown
10. Indiana
11. Ohio State
12.UCLA
13. Pittsburgh
14. Georgia Tech
15. Connecticut
16. VIrginia

1,on

1,061
948
937
927
873
689
615
595
17.~
524
441
18. Oklahorra
294
19. Southam Mise
292
20. LSU
21. St John's
291
22. Texaa •
284
23. Mlaaourf
279
239
24. VIllanova
25. Louisville
236
Other• receiving votea:
New Mexico 126, Kansas 86,
Temple 86, Houston 78, New
Mexico State 46, E. TeMessee
State 43, DePaul 38, Oklahoma
State 37, James Madison 32, N.
Carolina State 32, Cincinnati 31 ,
Minnesota 29, Kentucky 25,
Michigan 23, Murray State 23,
Clemson 18, Ala.·Birmlngham 17,
Rulg!fs 15, WYQ~ 14, Stanford

13. Purdue 12, Brigham Young
11, Xavier (Ohio) 11, Princeton
10, South Alabama 10, New
Ol'leans 7, San Diego 7, Arizona
State 6, South Florida 6, Colorado
State·S, Iowa 5, Mel'f1)hls States,
Nebraska 5, Notre Dame 5,
Dayton 4, Illinois 4, Loyola
Marymount "· Tennessee 4, Wilke
Forest 4, Creighton 3, Seton Hall
3, Marquette 2, M1881sslppl State
2, Loulalana Tech 1, Texaa-EI
Paso 1.
IJidy Rllloer$ va. Evansville In
Racer Arana Nov. 23.

Ev•nsvllle 80
Murray State 72
Murray State (72)
Wenning 7-12 8-13 22, Parker
4-11 7-7 15, Gamer 4-10 0-0 8,
Plnscn 3-12 1-2 7, Pierce 3-10 0-0
6, Waldon 2-5 2·2 6, Mote 2·3 0-0
5, Galllrnore1-2 0-0 3, Mechelle
Shelton 0-3 o-o 0, Melissa Shetlon
0·2 o-o 0. Totals 26-7018-24 72.
Evansville (80)
Steed 5-11 8-9 22, Starry 5-7 4-4
17, Blunk5-10 1-211, Greis 5-81·
4 11, Lefever 1-5 0-0 3, Carllsler
1-4 0-0 2, Godman 0-2 1-5 1.
Totals 25-58 21-32 80.
Halftime- Evansville 44, Murray
State 36. Three point goalsMurray State 2·13 (Mote 1·1,
Gallimore 1·2, Parker 0-3, Pinson
0-4, Pierce o-2, Melissa Shelton
0·1). Evansville 9-18 (Steed 4-7,
Sterry 3·3, Humphries 1·2, Lefever
1·5, Blunk 0-1 ). Rebounds· Murray
State 47 (Wenning 17, Gamer 8,.
Pinson 5, Waldon 4, Pierce 4).
Evansville 39 (Blunk 8, Steed 6,
Carllsler 5, Greis 5). Assists·
Murray State 14 (Pinson 5,
Wenning 3, Parker 2). Evansville
11 (Hul'f1)hrles5,UMever3,8Nnk
2). Fouled out· Pierce, Waldon
Murray State. Greis, Evansville.
Total Fouls- Murray State 27,
Evansville 22.
Lady Racers vs. Belmont College
In Racer Arena Nov. 24.

IIU1'111Y Sblte 77
Belmont 71

(Herring 13, Smith 5, Pilkinton 5).
Assists- Murray State 16 (Pinson
6, Wenning 4). Belmont 17
(Pilkinton 6, Copeland 5). Fouled
out· none. Total fouls· Murray
Stale 19, Belmont 26.
Lady

Racers

vs.

Southeast

Missouri State In Cepe Girardeau,
Mo. Nov. 26

South. .a Mtnourl 78
Murnay State 58

Murray State (51)
Mechelle Shelton 10.21 0.0 20,
Wenning 6-10 o-1 12, Pierce 3·10
2·2 10, Pinson 3-8 0-0 9, Gwner
• 3-4 1·1 7, Gallimore 2-6 1·2 7,
Walden 1·1 3-4 5, Melissa Shelton
1-6 2-2 4. Totals 20-47 9-12 56.
Southeast Missouri (76)
Mltchell5-14 7-1117, Wesley 8·
16 ().() 18, Ragllard 5-15 3-7 13,
Wiley 3-13 5-8 11, Cale 4-13 0-0
10, Holland 3-6 1-2 7, Cavaness
1·2 0· 1 2, Pugh 0· 1 0-0 0,
Jackson 0-1 0-0 0. Totals 29-83
16-29 76.
Halftime· SEMO 28, Murray
State 27. Three point goals·
Murray State 7-17 (Pinson 3-7,
Pierce 2-3, Gallimore 2·4, Melissa
Shelton 0-3). SEMO 2-7 (Cale 2·
7). Rebounds- Murray State 42
(Wenning 11, Mechelle Shelton 7,
Pinson 6). SEMO 53 (Wiley 13,
Ragllardl 9, Mitchell 7). Assists·
Murray State 5 (Pinson 2). SEMO
11 (MitcheH 5, Holland 3). Fouled
out- Garner, Melissa Shelton,
Pinson, Murray State. Total foulsMurray State 25, SEMO 15.
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at the Jeguar Claaalc at Augusta
College Nov. 19-20.
lMm Flnlth
Coastal carolina

Furman
Augusta Blue
Augusta White

Caf11lbell

Murray State (77)
Melissa Shelton 10-15 3-4 25, 1
Pierce 5· 12 6-10 19, Pinson 1-6 78 9, Wenning 3- 10 2-4 8, Waldon
2-4 4-4 8, Mec:helle Shelton 3-6 o0 6, Gamer 1-4 0-1 2, Gallimore 02 0-1 o. Totals 25-59 25-32
Belmont (71)
Davis 7-21 0.0 20, Smth 5-12 55 16, Pilkinton 3-11 4·6 12,
Herring 5-11 2-4 12, Baltcer 3-8 o0 6, Copeland 1-7 1-4 3, Saffell1·
3 o-o 2, Phillips o-3 o-o o, Bratt o-1
o-o o. Totals 25-n 9-31 71.
Halftime- Murray State 26,
Belmont 26. Three point goals·
Murray State 2-3 (Melissa Shelton
2·2, Pinson 0·1). Belmont 9-31
(Davis 6-17, Pilkinton 2-9, Smith 1·
2. Phillips 0-3). Rebounds- Murray
State 47 (Wenning 13, Pierce 9,
Melissa Shelton 7, Mechelle
Shelton 6, Pinson 5). Belmont 43

n.

USC-Aiken
Murray State
College ot Charleston
Georgia State
Vltglnla Tech
Middle Tennessee
East Carolina
Youngstown State
Tennesaee-Chattanooga
Kansas State

588
589
592
599
601
603
603

604
606
606
614
617
622
623
623

'ToD I Flnl• .,.
Jeff Sender.
Jack Fulghum
Trevor Glllwike
David Jones
Coleman TidWell

MSU
143
AC-Biue 145
145
RJ
145
AC·Whlte 146

cc

Other MIU Flnlabera
Chris Wilson
Dlrft Brinker
Jeff Wells
Price Coakley

154
154
155
160

I
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Season starts with letdown
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Wrltet

While m06t of the students
were away from Murray ef\ioy·
ing the Thanksgiving holiday,
the Lady Racers and head coach
Lany Wall were busy beginn·
ing their season.
Unfortunately, things turned
out to be a little more difficult
than the Lady Racers had hoped
aa they opened their 1990-91
campaign with a 1-3 record.
Last Friday the Lady Racers
lost to tho University of
Evansville at Racer Arena
80-72. Evansville's thrce·point
shooting Willi a m8jor factor as it
connected on nine of 18
attempts.
The Lady Racers started well
though, as they jumped out. to a
10-0 .l ead in the first half.
However, the Lady Aces came
back with an 11-2 run midway
through the opening statl.Ul
that helped them gain a 44-36
advantaec by the half.
Evansville never trailed after
the intermission.
Michelle Wenning , a
6 -foot-2-inch senior forward
from New Washington, Ind., led
the Lady Racers with 22 points
while guard Jennifer Parker, a
5-foot-7-inch freshman from
MWTay, chipped in 15.
Evansville guard Tracy Steed
led tho visitors with 22 points,
including 12 from three-point
range.
MSU did not have time to fret
about tho loss though, as they
came back to face Bolmont Col·
lege the very next night. And
the Lady Racers reeovcrtd in
time to ~aim their first win of

ponent but a 63-42 rebounding
edge for the Otahkiana with 33
of those boards coming on the
offensive end that gave SEMO
extra shots at the basket.
Four Otahkians wound up in
double figures with guard
Sherry Mitchell leading the
way with 17 pointa. Mechelle
Shelton, a 6·foot·4-inch
aophomore from Albany, led the
Lady Racers with 20 points
while Wenning added 12.
The Lady Racers return home
Friday to take on Bethel College starting at 7 p.m. The Lady
Wildcats, 13-16 IBRt season,
feature eophomore forward
Kristie Walker who averaged a
lofty 22 points per game last
season. She also averaged just
over seven rebouds a game.
Monday night the Lady
Raoers will play Arka11885State
at Racer Arena. Last year, the
Lady Racers and Lady Indians
split their two-game series with
both teallUI winning on the
other's home floor.
ASU's main threat to ~'&.tell
will be Sonja Tate, a
6-foot·6-inch sophomore guard,
who averaged just over 15
points a game and close to eight
boards a game last season.

WOMEN'S
BASJ(ETBALL
the year, a 77·71 decision over
the Rebelettes.
Once again the Lady Racers
faced a team that loves the
trifecta and once again they
gave up nine field goals from
that range. But the defense did
the job against Belmont by
holding the Rebelettes to a
dismal 33 percent shooting from
the field.
Once again the Lady Racers
jumped out of the gate in a big
way only this time they were
able to maintain that edge for a
38-26 halftime lead. Murray
State was able to extend its advantage to as much as .17 points
in the second half before Bel·
mont made a 17-6 run to close
·t he final margin w just six.
Forwards Melissa Shelton
and Tawnya Pierce led the way
for Murray State. Shelton, a
5-foot-10-inch freshman from
Albany, topped the Lady Racers
v.oith 25 points while Pierce, a
6-foot· l·inch senior from Green·
castle, Ind., scored 19. Rebelette
guard Kelli Davis scored 20
points in a losing cause.
The Lady Racers' winning
streak, however, came to an
abrupt halt this past Monday
night, as homestanding

Southeast Missouri State
outscored the Lady Racers
48-29 in the second half to claim
a 76-56 victory.
The problem this time was not
three-point shooting by the op-

Center Delmonica DeHorney,
a 6-foot-4-inch senior, will be
the big gun for Arkansas. She
averaged 20 points and seven
rebounds a game last season.
DaHorney wi II be com plimented by Amber Nicholas,
n 5-foot·5·inch junior guard,
who averaged 11 PQints, four rebounds and just over five assists
last season.

Bohnert accepts job
with national teams

By ANGIE MIDDLETON
Assistant Spans Editor

Murray State University
will bid farewell to Sports In·
formation Director Craig
Bohnert at the end of this
semester.
Bohnert, who joined .MSU
athletics in August 1984, has
accepted a position as Com·
munications Director for the
United States Canoe &
Kayak Team based in Indianapolis. The USCKT will
send the fourth largest con·
tingent of American athletes
to the 19!}2 Olympic Games in
Barcelona.
It functions as the national
governing body for the United
States national teams in nat·
water sprint racing and
whitewater slalom racing for
Olympic style canoes.
''We're very excited to havo
Craig Bohnert joining our
management team as we
prepare for the 1992 games,' '
said USCKT Executive Dire<:·
tor Chuck Wielgus. "We were
looking for a seasoned com·
munications 'pro' and Craig is
the perfect fit. ·•
Bohnert will be responsible
for the coordination of inter·
nal and external communications for the U.S. National
Team.
"We•re sorry to lose Craig,
but we're extremely excited
for him at the same time,"
said MSU Athletic Director
Mike Strickland. "This is an
oppotlunity for him to take
his career in a direction he's

been considering for some
time now and everyone at
Murray State wishes him
nothing but succeas."
While at MSU, Bohnert
coordinated publicity for two
NCAA basketball tournaments, a trip to the National Invitational Tourna·
ment, an NCAA Divsion I-AA
football playoff and two Ohio
Valley Conference basketball
tournaments.
Bohnert, an Evansville, Ind.
native, is a graduate of the
University of Evansville and
holds a master's degree from
Illinois Stale University. He
is a member of the College
Sports Information Directors
of America and has created
and administers the Division
f.AA Football National Offensive and Defensive Ftayers of
the week for The Sports Network. He also coordinates
balloting for the Walter
Payton and Eddie Rovinson
Awards, given by The Sports
Networle to the top I-AA
player and coach,
respectively-.
He said he has "no idea"
who will be his successor, but
added that with President
Ronald J. Kurth'& approval,
the search for a new SID will
begin in the spring because of
better chances of receiving
quality applicants after
basketball season is over.
"At this time we are going
to have our graduate assistant. Tim Tucker fill in on an
interim basis."
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National polls not always
accurate, pollsters unfair
Anyone who follows college
basketball knows that Murray
State u receiving votes for the
Auof iated Pres• and the USA
Toda;v top 25 collep basketball
polls.
Steve Newton and his Racers
have received national rec:ogni·
tion for their exploits in the
NCAA and are now poieed to
break into the elite top 25 in
several polls.
Isn't it great. Murray State in
every newepal)e! in the country.
People may know where our
achool is after tha.
Well I have a problem . with
the top 25 polls, not b41cause
MW1'8y State is not ranked, yet,
but t hat the eame t.eams, no
matter who is playing for them
or what their preeeuon prospects are, always recei~e votee.
Illinois, Kentucky, Notre
Dame, Marquette, Loyola
Marymount and UCLA begin
the eeuon either ranked or
receiving votes. Okay, 10 they
are traditionally alrong teams
and Wlually reip atop tbe

FOI' 1/0UT out of tocDn ol.sltors •••

'l5hv 'Diuguid ~
~ & 9mrs~cf,.,_

603 Main St.

grama in the country (maybe
the most prestigious), but are
they a top 25 team? A doughnut
team (no center), that has not
had a winning aeaaon 1iru:e the
1987-88 aeason, has no great
athletes a nd lost their leading
scorer deaervee t.o be considered
world of college buketball, but for the the top 25?
the voters are living in the ~L.
Marquette is no longer coached
For t he polls to be accurate
by Al McGuire; lllinois and tea m s like Ala b ama.
Kentucky are on probation and Birmingham, Louisiana Tech,
have lost their top playen &om Southern Illinoil, South Florida
last year'a teams; UCLA is at ill and Creighton deserve more
Jiving off the 1960's and 1970's; consideration. Just because a
and Loyola Marymount lost to team ia not on television 16
powerhouse Santa Clara in times a year doea not mean that
Hawaii Who ia Santa Clara?
it ia not a quality JD"'SS'&m.
So what is the problem. How
When voters start vot ing for
can lllinoia receive votee after
being drubbed by Big Ten door· teams, players and c:oac:hes, inmat Nebr aska (a team that stead of names, only then, will
Murray State defeated) and lost the polls be a valid gauge ola
players like Kendall Gill and buketball team's strength.
Marcus Liberty.
Milce PaduaT&D i. a unior jourUK is one of the moat nali.m mqjor from Nepturu,
preatigioua basketball pro· N.J.

Mike
Paduano

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
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Deep
Discount
I.AJI.I\.!. J.<JMB EveryDay!
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Racers wind up season with
strong showing in Augusta
By ANGIE MIDDLETON
Assistant Sports Editor

Every athlete dreams of com·
ing out on top.
Jeff Sanders made his dream
come true by finishing ahead of
74 other golfers and winning
the indh;dual championship at
the Augusta College Jaguar
Classic Nov... 19 and 20 in
Augusta, Ga.
"It feels good," Sanders said.
''I hadn't played good all fall, 80
f gueEIS it was just luck Or
something because I got down
there and played \\•ell."
SandeJ11, who was the National Junior College Co
Medalist in 1989, said it had
been a long time aince he had
won a college tournament and
ef\ioyed the victory but looks
forward to the time off.
Sanders' overall aeore of 143

GOUt
helped the Racers end the
season with a sixth place fmish
out of 15 teama and team acore
of 603. Chris Wilson and Dirk
Brinker both fired lMs overall,
while team captain Jeff Wells
was one stroke behind with 165.
PTice Coakley finiahed close
behind witn 160.
Head coach Buddy Hewitt
said Sanders' outstanding
finish shows great potential and
hopes future tournaments tum
out as well.
''We played decent, but were a
little disappointed," Sanders
said. "We could have cut a few
shots off here and there, but J
think everyone's a little tired of
playing and the break will do us
good."

Stooldnfl ..,.,.

l"nJ CWtn9[ool: §off dhop
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Hewitt agreed some of the
players were not aatisfied with
their performances, but. said the
team ended the fall on a high
note. He called the Augusta
tournament a ''satisfying wind
up of the fall aeuon" conaidi!r·
ing the competitive margin.

"It (the season) was a mix of
highs and lows,'' he u.id. "We
started the season winning our
own tournament, but had a cou·
ple of unsatisfying finishes. It's
just like golf always has been
and always will be; you can't
keep yourself oq a high
throughout a season like in
other sporta, it's j ust that kind
of game."
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1DCJ6 OFF FOil ALL MSU STUDENTS
'l1lrough 12-31.eo
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Your Shop for
all the Golfers
OIJ Your ~ist!

The Racers will be off the
course as a team until organ~.
ed practices begin for the spring
season Feb. 15.

Two heads are ,better than three:
two take title at three man game
whose two members both had a
substantial amount of ex·
perience in volleyball.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Slatf Writer

The ultimate goal of every
sporta team is not only to win a
championship, but also to win
that title and go undefeated.
Monday night this feat was
accomplished as Tear# 3 com·
pleted a 6·0 aeason in the Me·
Connell wallyball league by
downing Hammer Time 16-12
and 15·2. But there is an
unusual side to thia achieve·
ment as well.
Team f J conslsta of just two
players, which is unusual
because the teams it competed
against all had three players.
Aaron Moore, who along with
Brent Carter made up the team,
8aid having two players was not
at a ll a disadvantage.
"I think it wu harder on us
than the r est of the lea gue
~a use we bad to c:over more of
t h e floor ," Moore s aid .

"However, we felt that with the
court being so small we would
be able to handle it with no
problem."
M it turned out, it was not a
problem for the two. In going
unbeaten in five matches, Team
3 lost only one game the entire
season. However, Moore, a
freshman from Oran, Mo., said
there were times the team ap·
pelired to be on the brink of
complacency.
"ln that one game we lost we
were joking around and quickly
fell behind 12-2," Moore said .
" We went on to come back and
tie it at 14, but later lost. It was
at that point that we decided we
can't do that anymore."
Carter, a sophomore from
Paducah,:;said wallyball was an
entirely new game forthe team,

,

----..

..

"One night we went. to the
(Carr Health) racquetball court
to hit some balls, just found out
about the rules and got used to
the game," Carter aaid. ''We
were getting our feet wet, but
we were tiptoeing through the
water.''
Carter said there were sever al
things he and Moore had to ad·
just to such as hitting the ball
against a wall and bouncing it
otT of the ceiling.
"We're used to hitting t.o the
far corners of the court, but
with a wall in the back this was
real hard to do,'' Carter said.
" You can't hit short balls for
setup:o because your partner
doesn' t have enough time to get

to them."

"United In Brotherhood·
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Is the grass greener? Turf vs. grass field
By ANGIE MIDDLETON
Assistant Sports Edltor
All good things must end and
Mum1y State Unversity's foot·
ball field is no exception.
The artificial surface at Roy
Stewart Stadium, installed in
1981, is neBTing the end of its
recommened ten·year lifespan.
Interestingly enough, ar·
tificial surfaces are blamed by
more than two thirds of NCAA
athletic direct.ota sw-veyed by
USA Today for the increase in
sports·relntcd h~urioa, eapeclal·
ly to knees and ankles.
So if MSU's surface has seen
better days and 80 many foot·
ball players arc being injured,
will Murray State be among the
many RChools switching to grass
fields?
"1 don't see it happening,"
said assiStant. football coaeh
Charlle Carpenter. " Firat. of all,
becaw;c It'& (gnass) not very
good and ther e's the expense of
tearing '-'P the field and install·
ing a watering system."
Carpenter sa id one of the
greatest assets of artificial sur·
faces is its convieniencc because
it allows fot· practices and
gamea in good and bad weather.
It allows for sororities and
fraternities to hnve activities on
it as well as physical education
classes nnd band practices.
"lf we had grass, these ac·
tivitiCl& would have to be
eliminated," Carpenter said.
"EKU and UK have graBS and
they (the footb11ll leam) arc the
only ones allowed on it, which
would also be the caec if we
were to go to graas."

cb ing to grass surface in the .immedintc future, 64 percent of
the athletic directan in the
USA Todaysurveysaidtheye.x·
pcct more col1egea to eliminate
artificial surfaces, while 23 percent aaid they do not see that
trend emerging.
Those surveyed c:alled the
fields .. too hard" and
"abrasive" and said th fields
permitted no "give'' when
players planted their feet.
However, ~immons said the
worst k nee il\fury h~ had .seen
ut MSU occured on a "good, dry,
grass field, not becaw;e he was
hit, but because he planted his
foot and twisted his body and
hia foot didn't move."
Despite the debate. there is
not a better opinion than the
players, who ha\·e had hands, as
well aa knees, ankles and
elbows-on experien~ with both
surfaces.
Photo Courtesy MSU SPORTS IHFOAMATtON

MSU's Roy Stewart Stadium faces Its last year as a a (!U&Iity playing field . A new surface would
have a price tag of about SSOO,OOO.
Aside from the COSt of replaC· and not its materia) .
good turf and grass :i s not
lng the turf with grass, MSU
" lf you were to compare a significant," Simmons said.
would be paying for more in· good field to an old worn out
The life of an artificial :field is

tramural field.B, lighbl and
maintenance for the field's
upkeep, Carpenter said.
But does turf actually cause
more injuries?
Head althletic trainer Tom
Simmons says it is a matter of
"comparing apples to apples
and not apples to oranges."
Simmons said the key ele·
rnent is in the age of the surface
and how well it is taken care of

14K GOLD
HERRINGBONE
7" BRACELET

approximately 10 years and
MSU wide receh·er Rick
MSU's artificial surface, which Miller agreed that grass waa
was installed in 1981 haa about • easier on ankles and knees,
"a yeat· of being useful len," he gives a little more and does not
said.
yield the burns that artificial
The field lit Roy Stowttrt surfaces do.
Stadium cost MSU $450,000
nine years ago and a new sur·
Whether or not MSU will
face would run about $600,000, change from artificial surface to
said Physical Plant EDjpnecr grnss remains to be seen, but for
Harry Milton.
now, the grass is not necessan1y
Though MSU may not be awit.- greener.

Publicitv
And
Homecoming
Positions
u

Murray Gulf

*Paid Positions
*Applications in the SGA

South 12th Street
753-9164

Mechanic on duty!
Monday - Friday 8 am. - 5 p.m.
.'~car wash
.. with fill-up''

office
*Deadline for Applications
is 4 p.m. Dec., 4 in SGA

T.J.•s BAR·B·Q
Delicious Hickory-Smoked Bar-B-Q
Check out our
weekly specials
&

Friday night buffet

4p.m. toBp.m.

office
*2.0 GPA required
*Interviews will be held
4:30 p.m., Dec. 4

..

..

f I

~~·
'?' ', • y

Ribs, Chicken,

Roast Beef & Catfish
'lbe place ain't fancy, but it sure is good food.

806 Chest nut

turf of some kind, it would not
be a fair comparison," Simmons
Mid.
He said the bad reputation ar·
tificlal turf has received
becauae of irijuries is becau$6
the fiel ds upon which most
playera are injured were not
made for football .
"Houston and Cincinnati
fields were made for baseball
but Lhe difference between a

"Actually I prefer grass. Tbe
basic reason is because it's
e~ier on your knei35,'' said
Rllccr running back Micheal
Davia.

753-0045

---

I
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Volleyball provided
fans with excitement

Reigning OVC champs defend
titles at MTSU indoor opener
By BILL BALT2
Staff Wnter

The Murray State men's and
women's track teams will begin
their indoor track season on
Dec. 7 in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
with a quadrangular meet with
Middle T,e nneuee State,
Western Kentucky and Ten·
nessee State.
Both squads are reigning
Ohio Valley Conference indoor
champion& and expect to be juat
as strong for the 1990·91 indoor
season.
The men have won the past
three consecutive OVC cham·
pionshipa and are expected to
contend with Eastern Kentucky
again this season.
Coach Stan Narewski said he
baa high expec:tationa for both
the 4 x 400·meter and 4 z:
SOO.meter relay teams, as well
as returning individual indoor
conference champs, sprinter
Siebert Straughn and middledistance runner, Carl Dillard.
"The 4 x 800 team, Siebert.
and Carl should have real good
chincea to qualify for the na·
tionala in March," Narewski
said.
Narewaki said pole vaulters,
Chip Johnson and Tony
Krampe, have been working
bard thia fall and he expect•
them to better their personal
best. of 16 feet, and 16 feet, aix
inches this winter.
The hurdlers for this year'•
Racer indoor team will be Chris
Jones, Micheal Edwarda and
Ricky Skaggs. Skaggs. who just

TRAeR
started hurdling last spring,
will compete in the 55-meter
high hurdles along with the
400-meter dash and 800-meter
run in order to prepare for the
400-meter intennediate hurdles
for the outdoor season.
The weight events will be
manned by veteran shotputters,
Brian Cliurch, Chris Kane and
freshmen Greg Deaves and
Nelson Wtlliamson. Narewsk.i
said Deaves and Willi.a.maon are
unknown commodities, but
their training is coming along
well.
Jumper Adrian Scott will
compete in the long jump, triple
jump and 65-meter dub. Scott
will be trying to improve on biB
his previous basta of 24 feet, six
inches in the long jump and 47
feet in the triple jump.
The strength of this team is in
the long sprints and middle
distances, which Jives MSU an
advantage for indoor competi·
tion, Narewski aaid.
Coach Margaret Simmons is
equally optimistic about the
Lady Racer's chances for the up·
coxning indoor season as they
have two consecutive indoor
OVC crowns.
Sinunms aa.id abe expect~
competition from Eastern Ken·
tucky, MTSU and Tenneaaee
State this year.

'The 4 x 800 team,
Siebert and Carl
should have real good
chances to qualify for
the nationals in March,
-Narewski
Simmons said the team bas
more depth in the 400-meter
dash this year. "The team
should be able to qualify individuals in the 400, the triple
jump and the 4 x 400 relay team
for the NCAA indoor track national championships in Indianapolis later this winter."
"The kids have been working
hard this fall especially those
concentrating on track," Simmons said. "The freshmen are
working well into the aystt~m.·•
Simmons said abe is pleased.
but amazed by the success of the
Racer teams, because MSU
doesn't have any indoor track
facilities.
" If we received more donationa there might be a possibility of more than two lanes for
the track that ia planned for the
new arena," Simmons said.
Both coaches said they hoped
to have as many athletes as
possible qualify for the nationals in December. They said
the Dec. 7 quad-meet at MTSU
on their fast 280-yard indoor
track would offer their teams a
good opportunity for the times
neceeeary to qualify.

I would like to take this
time to congratulate Oscar
Segovia and the Racer
volleyball team on a very suc·
cessful season.
Although the Racers did not
win the Ohio Valley Con·
ference tournament, they did
beat Morehead State in the
semifinals and gave regular
season champion Eastern
Kentucky a good match In the
finals.

SPOUS COIOIENT.Uf
Greg
Allen

I know Segovia was disappointed because he wanted to
advance t.o the Women's In·
vitational Volleyball Tourna·
ment in Knoxville, Tenn., but
finishing second is not bad.
The Racers have done nothing
but improve since 1987 when
Segovia took over the
program.
The tournament marked
the end of the careers of four
Racers who have helped
Segovia build the program in·
to a powerhouse. For those
who never had the opportuni·
ty to see Lea Ann Allen, Con·
nie Ballard, Kim Koehler and
Jill McCoy play, you missed
an opportunity to see eome of
the beat to ever play at Mur·
ray State.
The Racers finished the
season with an 18-21 record
while playing a very tough
schedule.
Junior Jill Doty and
Koehler were named to the
First Team Ali·OVC, while

Allen was named to the Second Team All-OVC. Allen
and Doty were named tO the
All Tournament Team .
Denise Donnelly was named
to the All·Freshman Team.
Throughout the season, the
Racers were ranked by the
American Volleyball Coaches
Associaton for their defense
and finisht>d the year ranked
eighth in team digs, averaging 19.84. Doty finished 13th
in individual digs with 4.19
per game.
When leaking at the season
compared to last year, one
might think it is somewhat of
a letdown. Last year the
Racers won the OVC and
went 20-24, but this year the
Racers have played a
schedule consisting of four
tournament& and schools
ranked in the top 20. I can see
why the Racers did not win 20
games.
Since they were the defen·
ding champions. everyone
was out to get them. Il's
tough to win, when every
team doe! all it can to beat
you.
Greg Alun is a sophomtJ~

journoli1m major from
&tchmtJnt.

~~man's Jewelry ~
Save on Christmas presents
, -up to SOo/o off retail chains an extra 10% off for cash.
-up to 50% off all diari'tond and stone rings

. 115 S. 4th {Court &quare)

Graduating
Seniors ...

Piggly
Wiggly
Crackers
1 lb.

69¢
Vess
Soda

Consider Graduate School
at

\

2 Uter

69¢

Tombstone
12 ln. original
pizza

~-

2/$6.50

Prairie Farms
Cottage Cheese
24 oz.

$1.49

Murray State University
Give yourself an opportunity for:
tl' Higher starting salary
tl' Faster promotions
See your Department Chairman for details
For more information contact:
Dr. William Payne~ Coordinator
324 Wells Hsll
762-3752

,_

PlgOut
with these
savings!
753-9616

_BUSINESS
SERVICES i.

the Murray State

ews

SonJa S., I just wanted
to say thanks to my best
friend for getting me and
Chad together. Maybe
this weekend him and
Darren won't have any
red G.D.'s. Can we stay
at your house? Have a

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline .. . •.. . •... Friday 2 p.

m.

Hours: Monday and Wedne&day 3 p.m. • 8 p.m.
Friday 8:30 a.m. • 10:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. • 3 p.m.

gl"8at Christmas. I know

I wllll Snarf, Snarfl
SNARFI Your best
frlend, D. Watts.

Closed weekends and holidays.
EII&CI ch.nge 0t checll Nqulted. NO ADS WII.L BE ACCEPTED OVEA THE
PJoolONE. Adt may t.. mailed alcMig wlll't PIIY"*!l 10·

Teresa, Let me know
what Is going on with you
after this semester.
Good luck on finals.
Jenny.

CtASSlA~ OEPARTh£NT

"

Th• Murray State Ns ws
2809 Unlverllty Station
Murray, KY -42071

RATES
With MSU tO: 15e per word
Without MSU tO· 20e por word

OVER TWENTY WORDS
With MSU tO· 10e per word
Without MSU 10 t5e per word
Bold Face - $1 per line
Attention Getters •
or 1/t/t/ · $1

**•

INDEX

Steve, who loves ya

baby?XOXOX
A special thank you

to

Mlchene G., Pat B. ,
Larry A., the Lochtes,

Ooc, and to everyone
who made the TV-11
AERho auction such an
awesome production
and success. Kelly H.

go gang! l really have
enJoyed thla semester
you Just oan't tell ltl
Thanks for putting up
w i th
my
stress I

Chris- Surprise! Thanks
tor a fun holiday. I hope_
we get to know each
other better In tne

and Staff.

future.-Lisa.

Bohnert, The three for

Newahounda. Thanks
for the great party
Friday! Sorry about the
breaJ:<age Jenl Thanks

T011nya, Humpty Dumpty

MI$C.

for the oozy sleep place ·
Mar11 I miss you gu~l
KA.

O.M., The Midnight Menu

.

Leigh, Three double
threes in a row, It could
, never be done again.

Gall.

• ,RIPES

HIRING Men-Women.
Summer/Year Ro&.nd.
Photographers, Tour
GuJdes, Recreation
Personnei.Exoellent pay

pfua FREE travel. •
P&Cmc,Maxko.CALL

Rob Wilkerson: Thanks
for hel~ng us with the
graphs. We couldn't
have done It Without
youl Thanks, 1he RaUy's
Clan.
•

Birthday to youll Love,
Laura and Melanie.

can

"::

I·

~

~

It

NOWJ Call

Laura ~nd , Rhonnda,
when are we hitting the
mallsl?l Soon I hope.
MeL

Be your own boss and
AnanciaUy Independent.
Join the t1 growth
company in America.
Small Investment, great
1"8tums. Call 1-615--684·

1060.

.
.

*
*
*
Golden AtJe • Silver Age • NeW Comk:s
1t

BUY·BELL·TRADE

ALL STOCK
2QPA, OFF
Nov. 26 - Dec. 28

-··"·

"" #6, Chestnut Street
Dixieland Center
Visa and Mastercard accepted
#'•
-·''

,...._

·What's
Black

And

White

And

Rmd

All
OVer

Campus?
.

* .All-SrAR .c~t.t1cs *
*

refund~e.

1·206-736-0775,
Ext. C355.

.

.

I

Cruise Ship Jobs

Paduano, You buy next

And Kim.....How's your
fireMAN doing? Go
ahead and
himt

1152.

·-~ --·'-·

~

·-

...

cash for Christmas? Try
the classlfleds. Next
week Is the last Issue for
this aemeter. Don't
Delay ana place
your ad todayl

Don't waste tlma •
and plac. your ad
todayt

month's
Royce.

Congrata on Graduation
Laura, Marianna and
Patti. I'll miss youl Love,
Allys on.

for? Need some extra
Sullivan Par 3 Golf
Course offers
entertainment! Golf,
batting cages, lessons.
miniature golf. 7~

ride for you I Anals are
around the oomer.

LL.
Happy Birthday to youl

I

Have textbooks you
want to sell? Cleaning
out your dorm room and
found some Items you
no longer have a use

classified page find a

caller doesn't scare mel

Happy alrthday to youl
Happy Birthday dear Kim
Hoiveck,
Happy

4769.

437-4939. (local)

Don't get caught In the
Christmas rush and
fofget to get a ride home
for 1he holldaya. Let the

Congratulations Sarah
B. on being AOns new
prealdent. Now you have
someone else to boss
around. Love ya, Mitch.

Playboy.

A· 1 Typing service. $1

Dabble ' s
Typing
Service. Reasonable
rates. Spell checked.
Grammar assistance.

'

Carllbean, Hawaii,
Bahamas, South

and Kim F.

l

4

one trade Is stln on and I
may throw In myself.

was pushed. Gall.

T

of 168 W.P.M. Call 762·

Last day to pick up
AERho Auction Items.
6th Floor Fine Arts
Bulldlng. 762-4661 .

linda, Hope the grand
opening getting well.
JRT Students. Faculty

S

Mike Ray, Thlnks for
helping me keep up the
pace. 48 seconds over
Isn't too bad. I'll Just
stay In the good
category Instead of the
excellent. Life's Tough.

Hey Trinka Womanl Just
a few more weeks of
•stressln•. Hang In 1here
roomlel Love Shain

want you a lot. Too bad

A

per page. Includes spell
checl<. Top typing speed

I. ·~ .

you're taken.

F

FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
$1000 ln just one week.
Eam up to S1000 for your
campus<qanization.Plus
a chance at $5000 morel
This program works! No
investment needed. CaU
l-800-932-0528 Ext. 50

Marianna.

Cindy and Usal Thanks
for being the best
buddies a girl could have
especially when I'm so
unbearable .
Love ,
Michele.

Mike, when Is the baby
due? I'll miss you next
semester. Greg.

A An's al"8 always In
VOGUE. Thanks for a
great mixer! Sigma Pr -

Only one more Issue to

Steph, Thanks for
editing for me. I really

AIDES
MISC.
NOTICE

FOR SALE

SAA Exec., Thanks for
tumlng In the update
articles on tfmel Leigh.

Woman.

PEASONALSA3REE.K HELP WANTED
ROOMMATES
LOST & FOUND
BUSINESS SERVICES
FOR RENT

I'm In a bad mood. Let's
aJigohomel

.

. -

'

The Clauifiea&, oi
course. That'a where
everyonegoeewhen
tbe'f're in the market ior
jOBt about anything at
. all. It'• tbe place to find
a great baipiD, acout
out a iJew job, find out
what's piDg on where,
or juat to have fun il:. the
peno.na& eeetion. /&.n~
when you have
'
aomething to sell or a
a81"'rice to ofrer,
Claaaifieda are the place
to get fast nsultal You
can't go wrong with
Clae&ifieds in

The Munvy State
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To All
Faculty, Staff
and Students
at MSU

STORIWIDI
1..,"'-. . II..JI

1203
Chestnut
Street

Through December 24
With This Coupon

SPORTING GOODS

Murray

753-8844

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"

..
. ......_

-

